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Pronunciation variation is a well-known phenomenon which leads to performance 
reduction in speech recognition systems. This performance reduction factor occurs 
mainly in two forms: within-word pronunciation variation, and cross-word pronunciation 
variation. The within-word variation occurs inside the word, while the cross-word 
variation occurs when two successive words interact leading to a different pronunciation 
in one or two letters. Furthermore, the two words could merge together creating one 
continuous utterance with no clear boundary between them. In speech recognition, 
within-word and cross-word pronunciation variations alter the phonetic spelling of words 
beyond their listed forms in the pronunciation dictionary, leading to a number of out-of-
vocabulary word forms, and consequently reducing the speech recognition performance. 
Pronunciation variation problems could also arise in the form of an incorrectly 
recognized word sequence with out-of-language syntax. In this thesis we propose 
knowledge-based and data-driven techniques to solve these three problems (i.e. within-
word, cross-word, and out of correct order syntactical structures). 
xvi 
 
The proposed methods were investigated on a modern standard Arabic speech 
recognition system using Carnegie Mellon University Sphinx speech recognition engine. 
The first problem (within-word variations) was modeled using the data-driven approach 
which  utilizes a dynamic programming method (sequence alignment  for phonemes) to 
distill variants from the pronunciation corpus. The results showed that this technique 
achieved significant improvements of 1.82%.  
The second problem (cross-word variations) was modeled using three different 
tracks: a knowledge-based approach (using Arabic phonological rules), a knowledge-
based approach (using part of speech tagging), and a data-driven approach (by merging 
small words). The results showed that the three above mentioned tracks achieved 
significant improvements. The part of speech tagging approach achieved the highest 
improvement of 2.39%, followed by the phonological rules approach, achieving 2.30% 
and finally the merging small words approach achieving 2.16%, over the baseline system. 
The third problem was modeled using a data mining algorithm to extract the best 
language syntax rules, that can be later used for rescoring the N-best hypotheses. A 
Stanford Arabic tagger was used for the tagging process. This method, nevertheless, did 
not lead to a significant improvement. 
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 خلاصة         
 الفلسفة في الدكتوراة درجة
 أبوزينة محمد أسعد ضياء الدين :الاسم
وبيانات ستخدام معلومات اللغة إنظمة التعرف على الكلام العربي بأتعزيز كفاءة  :الرسالة عنوان
 التدريب
 علوم الحاسبهندسة و  :خصصتال
 2201 ديسمبر : التّخرج تأريخ
 
نظمة التعرف على أداء في لألى ضعف اإواحدة من العوامل التي تؤدي  تغير نطق الكلماتتعتبر ظاهرة 
 الكلمة داخللتغير في النطق اول هو حدوث لأساسين: اأداء في شكلين لأالكلام العربي. وتظهر عوامل ضعف ا
ن مع ان الكلمتابين كلمتين متجاورتين، بحيث تندمج هاتالتغير ، بينما يتجلى العامل الثاني في حدوث نفسها
ن ظاهرة إ. بينهما وفقدان الحد الفاصل تداخلالحدوث  بسبباختلاف النطق المفترض  ؤدي الىبعضهما مما ي
تؤدى الى ظهور كلمات جديدة غير مدرجة في  جاورتينمت سواء على مستوى الكلمة او بين كلمتين التغير في النطق
تراكيب انتاج لى إ يضا  أ ؤديتي تالخاطئة في النتائج والالكلمات وينتج عن ذلك زيادة في عدد القاموس الصوتي، 
التغير في جل نمذجة ظاهرة ألغوية خاطئة. نقترح  في هذه الرسالة استخدام معلومات اللغة وبيانات التدريب من 
 مشكلة التراكيب اللغوية الخاطئة).و الكلمة، بين كلمتين، على مستوى ( الكلماتنطق 
 iiivx
 
في جامعة الملك فهد  نظام تعرف على الكلام تم بناؤه ستخدامإمن خلال تم فحص الطرق المقترحة   
 ."كارنيجي ميلون"المقدمة من جامعة (سفنكس) وسائل التعرف على الكلام ستخدام إب للبترول والمعادن
ستخدام طريقة البرمجة الديناميكية من إوذلك ب الواحدة داخل الكلمة التغير في النطقتم نمذجة ظاهرة 
ظهر استخدام هذه الطريقة أوقد  نتاج المتغيرات المقترحة من المدونة الصوتية.لإ الفونيمات سلاسل اجل مطابقة 
 في المئة. 1.82بنسبة  داءلأفي ا ا  ملحوظ ا  تحسن
ستخدام معلومات اللغة إب كالتالي:  منفصلة ندماج الكلمات باستخدام ثلاثة طرقإظاهرة  نمذجة تكما تم
بيانات التدريب لدمج و  ،م الكلام لدمج الكلمات المتجاورةقساأإستخدام  ، التي تحتوى على القواعد الفونولوجية
إذ تحسن الاداء بأعلى نسبة  داء.لأفي ا ا  ملحوظ ا  ستخدام هذه الطريق تحسنإظهر أوقد  الكلمات الصغيرة.
 2.81في المئة، تلتها طريقة القواعد الفونولوجية بنسبة  2.81بإستخدام طريقة أقسام الكلام حيث كانت النسبة 
 في المئة. 2281في المئة، وبعدها طريقة دمج الكلمات الصغيرة بنسبة 
اتجة من نظام التعرف بحيث يتم عادة تقييم الفرضيات النلأخطاء التركيبية وذلك بإتم نمذجة ظاهرة ا
التنقيب عن من اجل  (بعد توصيف كلماتها)  ستخدام المدونة النصيةإتم التقييم. عملية فضل فرضية بعد أعتماد إ
ولم تظهر  .فضل فرضية من حيث تطابقها مع تراكيب اللغةأوبالتالي ايجاد  كثر التراكيب شيوعا  في اللغة العربية أ
 داء.لأفي ا ا  هذه الطريقة تحسن
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  CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Introduction 1.1
The fast pace of the advancement in information and communications technology 
is reshaping our society and vastly increasing our capabilities for faster learning, higher 
achievements, better and wider communication, in addition to more effective and 
productive human-computer interface. 
One of the important frontiers of communication technology is the user-interface, 
namely how the man-machine interface can be designed in a more natural environment 
and immersive environment, which captures the essential attributes of a human-like 
exchange between human and machine. To address this important issue, researchers from 
various areas have been hard at work to equip machines with vital human-like 
capabilities, such as speech communication and vision. It is fair to say that despite many 
staggering technological successes achieved in these areas, the machine capabilities 
developed so far remain rather primitive compared to their human counterparts. This has 
propelled human-machine system designers to continue their relentless effort to achieve 
this far reaching goal. 
One such general area where research is continuing persistently is the speech 
processing area. Speech is the natural form of communication between humans. Its 
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production is a highly nonlinear process that is strongly influenced by the high variability 
of factors such as, age, gender, rate of speech, different dialects and regional accents, 
emotional state, and more. Speech perception is a hard task in that, in addition to the 
above-cited production-related difficulties, it has to contend with other equally variable 
and adverse factors such as background noise, interference from other speakers, room 
acoustics, recording equipment, and channel characteristics in the case of telephone 
conversation. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is a key technology for a variety of 
applications, such as automatic translation, hands-free operation and control (as in cars 
and airplanes), automatic query answering, telephone communication with information 
systems, automatic dictation (speech-to-text transcription), government information 
systems, etc. In fact, speech communication with computers and household appliances is 
envisioned to be the dominant human-machine interface in the near future. However, 
despite many impressive achievements in the area of speech recognition, reaching well-
functioning human performance levels still remains a possibly unattainable goal. 
During the last few decades, much research was carried out in the ASR area 
resulting in numerous practical and commercial successes with impressive high 
recognition performances, but only if the environment and the speaking manner are 
constrained such as with using isolated keywords.  
No doubt, conversational or continuous speech recognition introduces many 
challenges to ASRs. One of these challenges is the pronunciation variation problem, 
which is known to reduce recognition accuracy. Pronunciation variation appears in the 
form of insertions, deletions, or substitutions of phoneme(s) relative to the canonical 
transcription of the words in the pronunciation dictionary. Within-word variations and 
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cross-word variations (words’ junctures merging) are well known variation problems in 
continuous speech. Additionally, syntactically incorrect ASRs outputs are also another 
types of error sources in ASRs. Accordingly, handling these phenomena is a major 
requirement to have robust ASRs. 
This thesis focuses on Arabic speech recognition, which has gained increasing 
importance in the last few years. Arabic is a Semitic language spoken by more than 330 
million people as a native language [1]. In this thesis, we consider the modern standard 
Arabic (MSA) which is currently used in writing and in most formal speech. MSA is also 
the major medium of communication for public speaking and news broadcasting [2] and 
is considered to be the official language in most Arabic-speaking countries [3]. 
This thesis contains necessarily many examples in Arabic; Appendix 1 is 
provided for the Arabic terminologies used in this thesis. 
   Thesis Statement 1.2
In this thesis, the most noticeable Arabic ASRs performance reduction factors 
were investigated. These factors include within-word and cross-word pronunciation 
variations, which also lead to syntactically incorrect ASRs outputs. To enhance speech 
recognition accuracy, data-driven and knowledge-based techniques have been utilized to 
model the above mentioned problems at two ASRs components: the pronunciation 
dictionary and the language model. While modeling the within-word and cross-word 
variations shows a significant enhancement, our investigations show that knowledge-
based technique to model syntactically incorrect ASRs outputs does not enhance the 
recognition Accuracy. 
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 Motivation  1.3
Speech recognition is often used as the front-end for many natural language 
processing (NLP) applications. Some of these typical applications include voice dialing, 
call routing, data entry, dictation, control, commands, and computer-aided language 
learning. Intuitively, improving the speech recognition performance will improve the 
related NLP applications. Generally, this thesis explores new methods to improve the 
recognition performance of Arabic ASR systems. 
 Objectives 1.4
The main objective of this thesis is to enhance the accuracy of Arabic ASRs 
systems. The objectives are divided as follows.  
First, the direct data-driven approach was investigated to model within-word 
pronunciation variations, in which the pronunciation variants were distilled from the 
training speech corpus. The proposed method consists of performing phoneme 
recognition, followed by a sequence alignment between the observation phonemes 
generated by the phoneme recognizer and the reference phonemes obtained from the 
pronunciation dictionary. A phoneme-to-grapheme conversion is then used to generate 
the transcription forms of the unique variants, which will be added to the pronunciation 
dictionary and the language model. 
Second, the cross-word problem was investigated and modeled in three different 
ways: Arabic phonological rules, speech tags merging, and small words merging. The 
small words’ merging is considered as a data-driven approach while the phonological 
rules and tags merging are considered as knowledge-based methods. Using these 
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methods, the cross-word problem is tackled by merging the consequent words, according 
to pre-specified rules, to be then added to the pronunciation dictionary and the language 
model. 
Third, we present a syntax-mining approach to rescore N-best hypotheses for 
Arabic speech recognition systems. The method depends on a machine learning tool 
(weka-3-6-5) to extract the N-best syntactic rules from the baseline tagged transcription 
corpus. The extracted rules are then used to rescore N-best hypotheses to choose the best 
one. 
Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) Sphinx speech recognition engine was used 
to investigate the above cited objectives. The Sphinx engine was applied on the baseline 
system, which contains a pronunciation dictionary of 14,234 words from a 5.4 hours 
corpus of Arabic broadcast news.  
 Contributions 1.5
The main contribution of this thesis is the enhancements achieved in the Arabic 
speech recognition over the baseline system. These enhancements are pursued by 
utilizing data-driven and knowledge-based techniques as a preprocessing and a prost-
processing stages. Our results show the following findings:  
 For within-word variation: Data-driven approach which is based on extracting 
variants from pronunciation corpus, leads to a significant enhancement.  
 For cross-word variation: Knowledge-based (phonological rules and part of 
speech tagging) approaches to combine consecutive words lead to significant 
enhancements. 
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 For cross-word variation: Data-Driven (compounding consecutive small-words) 
leads to a significant enhancement. 
 For N-best hypotheses rescoring: Rescoring N-best hypotheses using data-mining 
syntactic structures does not lead to a performance enhancement (for Arabic). 
 A set of tools has been developed specifically for Arabic language. these tools 
will be made available for the academic community. 
 Thesis outline 1.6
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the preliminaries 
and the background of this research work. Chapter 3 presents the literature review and the 
Arabic speech recognition challenges. Then, in chapter 4, the baseline system is 
described. Chapter 5 discusses the within-word pronunciation variations phenomenon, 
the suggested solution, and the results. Chapter 6 presents the cross-word pronunciation 
variations, the modeling techniques, and the results. Chapter 7 discusses the N-best 
hypotheses and the rescoring procedure as well as our findings. Finally, the closing 
remark concludes the thesis with the recommended research directions in Arabic speech 
recognition research area. 
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  CHAPTER 2
PRELIMINARIES AND 
BACKGROUND 
 Theory and background 2.1
A speech recognizer is a program that converts speech into texts for many 
purposes; facilitating human computer interface is the major advantage. A wider reach of 
the information technology (IT) in the society can be achieved if users can verbally 
communicate with computer. In fact, being able to speak fluently with computer may 
eliminate handwriting problems and, therefore, increases the productivity of people. 
Nowadays, big companies utilize this technology to automate their processes. With huge 
number of customers, companies tend to offer their services more smoothly as a user can 
verbally inquire, order, and pay. In addition to the commercial applications, speech 
recognition is also employed in eLearning, training, and education of students with 
learning disabilities. Khasawneh et al. in [4] listed some speech recognition applications, 
which include banking by telephone, automatic teller machines, compact size computers, 
browsing computer networks and databases by voice, and operating machinery from a 
distance in dangerous working sites. However, there are drawbacks. Speech recognition 
systems require high computational machines with large memory. Additionally, a high 
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rate of misrecognitions and errors is still a major problem in speech recognition systems, 
which hinders its widespread adaptation in the IT applications.  
Benzeghiba et al. in [5] presented a comprehensive study on pronunciation 
variations as major sources of errors in automatic speech recognition. They demonstrated 
some of the speech variability sources: foreign and regional accents, speaker physiology, 
speaking style and spontaneous speech, rate of speech, children speech, emotional state, 
and more. 
A typical large vocabulary speech recognizer would first convert speech 
waveform into a sequence of feature vectors to be used to identify the phones (the 
acoustic speech unit). The recognized phones are used to specify the words and then the 
sequence of words.  
Rabiner and Juang [6] demonstrated that the statistical approach has dominated 
ASR research over the last few decades. The statistical approach is itself dominated by 
the powerful statistical technique called Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Based on the 
initiating research work of Baker [8], the HMM-based ASR technique has led to 
numerous successful applications requiring large vocabulary speaker-independent 
continuous speech recognition as mentioned by Jelinek in [7], Morgan and Bourlard in 
[9],   and Young in [10]. 
The HMM-based technique essentially consists of recognizing speech by 
estimating the likelihood of each phone at contiguous, small frames of the speech signal 
([6], [11]). Words in the target vocabulary are modeled into a sequence of phonemes and 
then a search procedure is used to find, among the words in the vocabulary list, the 
phoneme sequence that best matches the sequence of phones of the spoken word. Each 
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phoneme is modeled as a sequence of HMM states. In standard HMM-based systems, the 
likelihoods (also known as the emission probabilities) of a certain frame observation 
being produced by a state are estimated using traditional Gaussian mixture models 
(GMMs). The use of HMM with Gaussian mixtures has several notable advantages such 
as a rich mathematical framework, efficient learning and decoding algorithms, and an 
easy integration of multiple knowledge sources. 
Two notable successes in the academic community in developing high 
performance large vocabulary, speaker-independent, continuous speech recognition 
systems are the HMM tools, known as the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK), 
developed at Cambridge University ([12], [13]), and the Sphinx system developed at 
CMU ([14], [15]). HTK is a general purpose toolkit for building HMMs and has been 
used in many applications. On the contrary, CMU Sphinx system was built specifically 
for speech recognition applications. In this thesis, we used Sphinx-based ASR system for 
testing and evaluation. 
The Sphinx Group at CMU has been supported for many years by funding from 
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and industries to assess and 
develop speech recognition techniques. In 2000, the Sphinx group released Sphinx-II, a 
real-time, large vocabulary, speaker-independent speech recognition system as free 
software. The source code is freely available for educational institutions. The extensive 
source code resources represent an excellent research infrastructure and a powerful test 
bed for researchers to pursue further state-of-the-art research in the area of speech 
recognition techniques. CMU Sphinx toolkit has a number of packages for different tasks 
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and applications, Open Source Toolkit for Speech Recognition [16]. Some tools are as 
follows:  
 PocketSphinx—recognizer library written in C 
 Sphinxbase—support library required by PocketSphinx 
 Sphinx 3—adjustable, modifiable recognizer written in C  
 Sphinx 4—adjustable, modifiable recognizer written in Java  
 CMUclmtk—language model tools  
 SphinxTrain—acoustic model training tools 
 Speech recognition architecture  2.2
Modern large vocabulary, speaker-independent, continuous speech recognition 
systems have three knowledge sources: acoustic model, language model (LM), and 
pronunciation dictionary (also called lexicon). A lexicon provides pronunciation 
information for each word in the vocabulary in phonemic units, which are modeled in 
detail by the acoustic models. The language model provides the priori probabilities of 
word sequences. Figure 2-1 shows Sphinx-engine architecture.  
FronEnd
AcousticModel
Dictionary
Language
Model
Application
Input Result
Control
Recognizer
Features
SearchGraph
ActiveList
PrunerScorer
Decoder
Linguist
 
Figure ‎2-1 Sphinx-engine architecture 
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 Figure 2-1 illustrates the sub-systems available in Sphinx tools and the 
relationships between them. The following is a brief description of the main sub-
functions of Sphinx engine: 
The Front-End: The purpose of this sub-system is to extract speech features, and 
it plays a crucial role for better recognition performance. Speech features includes Linear 
Predictive Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC), Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) 
and Perceptual Linear Predictive (PLP) coefficients. The Sphinx engine used in this work 
relies on the (MFCCs). 
The Linguist: This part contains the modifications required for a particular 
language. It contains three parts: acoustic model, language model, and pronunciation 
dictionary. Acoustic model contains the HMMs used in recognition process. The 
language model contains language’s words and its combinations, each combination has 
two words or above. A pronunciation dictionary contains the words of the language. The 
dictionary represents each word in terms of phonemes. 
The Decoder (Recognizer): With help from the linguistic part, the decoder is the 
module where the recognition process takes place. The decoder uses the speech features 
presented by the Front-End to search for the most probable words and, then, sentences 
that correspond to the observation speech features. Hence fore, the recognition process 
starts by finding the likelihood of a given sequence of speech features based on the 
phonemes HMMs. 
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The speech recognition problem is to transcribe the most likely spoken words 
given the acoustic observations. If noooO ,...., 21  is the acoustic observation, and 
nwwwW ,...., 21  is a word sequence, then: 
 ̂=       ⏟   
            
 P(W)P(O|W) 
Where ̂  is the most probable word sequence of the spoken words, which is also 
called maximum posteriori probability. P(W) is the prior probability computed in the 
language model, and P(O|W) is the probability of observation likelihood computed using 
acoustic model. The following subsections contain more details of a typical speech 
recognition system. 
2.2.1 Front-End signal processing 
The features extraction stage aims to produce the spectral properties (features 
vectors) of the speech signal. These properties consist of a set (39 coefficients) of 
MFCCs. The speech signal is divided into overlapping short segments that will be 
represented using MFCCs, the widely used feature vectors for speech signals. Figure 2-2 
shows the steps to extract the MFCCs of a speech signal [17].  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure ‎2-2 Feature vectors extraction 
MFCCs Continuous waveform 
Sampling and Quantization Deltas and Energy 
Preemphasis Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform 
Windowing Log of the Mel spectrum values 
Discrete Fourier Transform Mel Filter Bank 
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Sampling and Quantization: sampling and quantization are the two steps for 
analog-to-digital conversion. The sampling rate is the number of samples taken per 
second, while quantization is the process of representing real-valued numbers as integers. 
Preemphasis: this stage is to boost the high frequency part that was suppressed 
during the sound production mechanism, so making the information more available to the 
acoustic model. 
Windowing: a stationary portion of speech is extracted using a window which can 
be characterized by width (20~30ms), offset or optional overlap (around 10ms), frame 
size (around 320 sample points), and frame rate (around 100 frames per second). 
Discrete Fourier Transform: the goal of this step is to obtain the magnitude 
frequency response of each frame. Therefore, the output is a complex number 
representing the magnitude and phase of the frequency component in the original signal.  
Mel Filter Bank: A set of triangular filter banks is used to approximate the 
frequency resolution of the human ear. The Mel frequency scale is linear up to 1000 Hz 
and logarithmic thereafter. For 16 KHz sampling rate, Sphinx uses a set of 40 Mel filters 
[18]. 
Log of the Mel spectrum values: The range of the values generated by the Mel 
filter bank is reduced by replacing each value by its natural logarithm. This is done to 
make the statistical distribution of the spectrum approximately Gaussian [18]. 
Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform: This transform is used to compress the 
spectral information into a set of low order coefficients. This representation is called the 
Mel-cepstrum [18]. 
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Deltas and Energy: the previous step provides the 12 cepstral coefficient for each 
frame. This step is to add the 13
th
 feature: the energy from the frame. It is useful to 
identify phone identity.  
Figure 2-3 shows the feature vector of a speech file after completing the feature 
extraction process. Each column represents the 13 features of a 25.6 milliseconds frame. 
 
Figure ‎2-3 MFCCs of a speech file 
2.2.2 Acoustic model 
Acoustic model is a statistical representation of the phone. Precise acoustic model 
is a key factor to improve recognition accuracy as it characterizes the HMM of each 
phone. Sphinx uses 39 English phonemes [19]. The acoustic model uses a 3- to 5-state 
Markov chain to represent the speech phone [14]. Figure 2-4 shows a representation of a 
3-state phone’s acoustic model. In Figure 2-4, S1 is the representation of phone at the 
beginning, while S2 and S3 is a representation of the phone at the middle and the end 
states, respectively. S1, S2, and S3 are mixture Gaussian densities that describe the 
behavior of the feature vectors of the phone. 
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Figure ‎2-4  A 3-state phone acoustic model 
 
An HMM, λ, is described by the following set of parameters [11]:         
 The number of states N. 
 The state transition probabilities, A, )|( 1 isjsPa ttij   , where st is 
the state at time t. 
 The observation symbol probability, B, )|()( jsxPxb tttj  , where xt is 
the observation at time t. 
 The initial state probabilities,. )( 1 isPi   
In continuous speech, each phoneme is influenced in different degrees by its 
neighboring phonemes. Therefore, for better acoustic modeling, Sphinx uses triphones. 
Triphones are context dependent models of phonemes; each triphone represents a 
phoneme surrounded by specific left and right phonemes [20]. For example the phoneme 
/B/ when /EY/ appears on its left and /L/ appears on its right is the triphone /B(EY, L)/.  
Sphinx uses two different techniques for parametrizing the probability 
distributions of the state emission probabilities: continuous HMM (CHMM), and semi-
continuous HMM (SCHMM) ([21], [22], [23]). The semi-continuous technique requires 
substantially smaller number of parameters and is faster in decoding, but is only good for 
S2 S3 S1 
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limited vocabulary. The continuous HMM, however, uses more parameters, slower in 
decoding, but proves to be successful for large vocabulary applications. 
In CHMM, for example, the Gaussian mixture density is used. The probability of 
generating the observation xt  given the transition state j, )|( jxP t  becomes 
)()|()( ,, tkj
M
k
kjtttj xNwjqxpxb 


1
                             (1) 
Where  
kjN ,
 
 is the k-th Gaussian distribution, wj,k  are the mixture weights, and 
 
k
kjw 1, . CHMM is the most popular method today for large vocabulary speech 
recognition systems. However, its main drawback is the extremely large number of 
parameters needed to describe the Gaussian distributions.  
Reducing the number of parameters to describe all the acoustic models of all 
triphones can be achieved by using the concept of shared distributions [20]. In this 
technique, all the states of all triphones of a given phoneme share a common pool of 
probability distributions. These shared distributions are called Senones.   
2.2.3 Decoding Using Viterbi algorithm 
Given the acoustic model, the purpose of the decoding phase is to find the HMMs 
sequence that is more likely to have the observation sequence. The Baum-Welch (any 
path) and Viterbi (best path) are two approaches used to find the best-state sequence. The 
HMMs scoring the maximum are considered as the most probable sequence of the 
observation speech. Therefore, a basic step in recognition is to calculate the probability of 
observing a sequence of speech features },...,{ 21 TxxxX  , given a phoneme HMMs, λ,
)|( XP . We need then to enumerate every possible state sequence of length T.  
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Consider the sequence  TsssS ,..., 21 , the probability of observing such sequence 
of feature vectors given the model is obtained by summing up all possible state sequences 
of length T. 
                                      

S 
)|(),|()|(
all
SPSXPXP 
 
                                     



T
t
tststst
all
ss xbaxbXP
2
,1
S  
111 )()()|(                              (2) 
Equation (2) can be efficiently calculated using an iterative procedure called 
Forward-Backward procedure. For isolated word recognition or recognition of limited 
number of sentences, Forward-Backward procedure can be performed by selecting the 
model of the sentence which gives the highest probability of observations. In large 
vocabulary system, where there could be large possibilities of phoneme sequences, a 
recognition procedure is needed for matching the observed sound wave with the nearest 
sequence of phones. 
Viterbi algorithm is used to find the highest scoring state sequence, q=s1,s2,…,sT 
for a given observation sequence Tt xxxxX ,..,..,, 21  
i.e. find )|(maxarg XSPS
S
best 
  
which is equal to:       
})|(),|(maxarg{
,..1
11


Ki
iiiii
S
sspssxP                          (3) 
Let us define ),( it  to be the probability of the most likely partial state sequence 
or path until time t, and ending at the i
th
 state, the algorithm proceeds in the following 
steps ([6], [11], [23]): 
Step 1: Initialization )(),1( 1,1 xbaj jj                                                 (4) 
Step 2:  Induction 
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Step 3: Best Path: The maximum likelihood of the best path is then given by: 
                     
                          )}}(,...,2,1   )},({
max
{),()( MnjjN
j
TNModelXP v   
                         
)}}(,...,2,1   )},({
max
arg{),( MnjjM
j
iMU vbest                   (7) 
Step 4: Backtracking 
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2.2.4 Training Using Baum-Welch algorithm 
Training speech recognition system consists of building two models, the language 
model and the acoustic model. In natural language speech recognition system, the 
language model is statistically based model using unigram, bigrams, and trigrams of the 
language for the text to be recognized. On the other hand, the acoustic model builds the 
HMMs for all the triphones and the probability distribution of the observations for each 
state in each HMM.  
Sphinx training tools have a set of executable and Perl scripts that cooperate to 
create acoustic models for Sphinx speech applications. The models can be built and 
configured directly using the provided scripts, or by manually running the executable. 
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The training process for the acoustic model consists of three phases, as shown in 
Figure 2-5, each phase consists of three stages (model definition, model initialization, and 
model training) and makes use of the output of its previous phase. The following phases 
are: 
Model Definition
Model Initialization
Model Training
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Figure ‎2-5 The various tasks involved in building the acoustic model 
 
Context-independent phase (CI): The context-independent phase creates a 
single HMM for each phoneme in the phoneme list. The number of states in an HMM 
model can be specified by the developer; in the model definition stage, a serial number is 
assigned for each state in the whole acoustic model. Additionally, the main topology for 
the HMMs is created. The topology of an HMM specifies the possible state transitions in 
the acoustic model, the default is to allow each state to loop back and move to the next 
state; however, it is possible to allow states to skip to the second next state directly. In the 
model initialization, some model parameters are initialized to some calculated values. 
The model training stage consists of number of executions of the Baum-Welch algorithm 
(5 to 8 times) followed by a normalization process. 
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Untied context-dependent phase (CD): In this phase, triphones are added to the 
HMM set. In the model definition stage, all the triphones appearing in the training set 
will be created, and then the triphones below a certain frequency are excluded. 
Specifying a reasonable threshold for frequency is important for the performance of the 
model.   
After defining the needed triphones, states are given serial numbers as well 
(continuing the same count). The initialization stage copies the parameters from the CI 
phase. Similar to the previous phase, the model training stage consists of number of 
executions of the Baum-Welch algorithm followed by a normalization process. 
Tied context-dependent phase: This phase aims to improve the performance of 
the model generated by the previous phase by tying some states of the HMMs. These tied 
states are called Senones. The process of creating these Senones involves building some 
decision trees based on some "linguistic questions" provided by the developer. For 
instance, these questions could be about the classification of phonemes according to some 
acoustic property. If the user did not supply these questions, SphinxTrain could guess 
these questions by analyzing the voice transcriptions provided in the training data. In this 
research work, we used the Sphinx 3 default setting. After the new model is defined, the 
training procedure continues with the initializing and training stages. The training stage 
for this phase may include modeling with a mixture of normal distributions. This may 
require more iterations of Baum-Welch algorithm. 
Determination of the parameters of the acoustic model is referred to as training 
the acoustic model. Estimation of the parameters of the acoustic models is performed 
using Baum-Welch Re-Estimation, which tries to maximize the probability of the 
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observation sequence given the model. The algorithm proceeds iteratively, starting from 
an initial model λ. The steps in this algorithm may be summarized as follows  
Step 1: Calculate the forward and backward probabilities for all states j and times t.  
Step 2: Update the parameters of the new model as follows: 
j  1  t at  time  j  state    theof frequency   expected                             (9) 
i state from ns transitioofnumber  expected
j state  toi state fromn  transitioofnumber  expected
ija                             (10) 
j state in  timesofnumber  expected
 symbole nobservatio and j state in  timesofnumber  expected
)( kj
x
kb         (11) 
If for each state the output distribution is a single component Gaussian, the 
parameters of the distribution can be found by: 
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
 ; The covariance matrix of the observation 
vectors emitted at state j                
Where Lj(t) is probability of being in state j at the time t, given the observation 
sequence and the model. 
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Step 3: If the value of )|( XP  for this iteration is not higher than the value at the 
previous iteration then stop, otherwise repeat the above steps using the new re-estimated 
parameter values. 
2.2.5 Language model 
Speech recognition systems treat the recognition process as one of maximum a-
posteriori estimation, where the most likely sequence of words is estimated, given the 
sequence of feature vectors for the speech signal. Mathematically, this can be represented 
as [91]: 
Word1 Word2 Word3 ... =   
argmaxWd1 Wd2 ...{P(feature vectors|Wd1 Wd2 ...) P(Wd1 Wd2 ...)}           (12) 
 
Where Word1.Word2... is the recognized sequence of words and Wd1.Wd2... is 
any sequence of words. The argument on the right hand side of Equation (12) has two 
components: the probability of the feature vectors, given a sequence of words P(feature 
vectors|Wd1 Wd2 ...), and the probability of the sequence of words itself, P(Wd1 Wd2 ...). 
The first component is provided by the acoustic model. The second component, also 
called the language component, is provided by a language model. The most commonly 
used language models are N-gram language models. These models assume that the 
probability of any word in a sequence of words depends only on the previous N words in 
the sequence. Thus, a bigram language model would compute P(Wd1 Wd2 ...) as: 
P(Wd1 Wd2 Wd3 Wd4...)=P(Wd1)P(Wd2|Wd1)P(Wd3|Wd2)P(Wd4|Wd3)...        (13) 
Similarly, a trigram model would compute it as  
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P(Wd1.Wd2.Wd3...)=P(Wd1)P(Wd2|Wd1)P(Wd3|Wd2,Wd1)P(Wd4|Wd3,Wd2)..     (14) 
 
The N-gram language model is trained by counting N-gram occurrences in a large 
transcription corpus to be then smoothed and normalized. In general, an N-gram language 
model is constructed by calculating the following probability for all combinations that 
exist in the transcription corpus:  



n
k
k
k wwpP
1
1
1
n
1 )()(w 
                    
Where n is limited to include the words’ history as bigram (two consequent 
words), trigram (three consequent words), 4-gram (four consequent words), etc. for 
example, by assigning n=2, the bigram is calculated for the words sequence as follows:
)()()(w 11221 wpwwpwP   
The CMU statistical language tool is described in [24]. The CMU statistical 
language tool kit is used to generate our Arabic statistical language model. The steps for 
creation and testing the language model [38], shown in Figure 2-6, are as follows: 
 Compute the word unigram counts.  
 Convert the word unigram counts into a vocabulary list. 
 Generate bigram and trigram tables based on this vocabulary. 
The tool generates the language model in two formats; a binary format to be used 
by the Sphinx decoder, and a portable text file in the standard ARPA format.  
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Figure ‎2-6 Steps for creating and testing language model 
 
The language modeling tool comes with a tool for evaluation the language model. 
The evaluation measures the perplexity as indication of the goodness of the language 
model. For more information of the perplexity, please refer section 4.6.3 in chapter 4. 
2.2.6 Pronunciation dictionary 
Both training and recognition stages require a pronunciation dictionary which is a 
mapping table that maps words into sequences of phonemes. A pronunciation dictionary 
is basically designed to be used with a particular set of words. It provides the 
pronunciation of the vocabulary for the transcription corpus using the defined phoneme 
set. Like acoustic model and language model, the performances of the speech recognition 
systems depend critically on the dictionary and its phoneme set. In decoding stage, the 
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dictionary serves as intermediary between the acoustic model and the language model. 
There are two types of dictionary, closed vocabulary and open vocabulary. In closed 
vocabulary, all corpus transcription words are listed in the dictionary. In contrast, it is 
possible to have non-corpus transcription words in the open vocabulary dictionary. 
Typically, Phoneme set, that is used to represent dictionary words, is manually designed 
by language experts. However, when human expertise is not available, the phoneme set is 
possible to be selected using data-driven approach as demonstrated by [24]. In addition to 
providing the words phonemic transcriptions of the target vocabulary, the dictionary is 
the place where alternative pronunciation variants are added. 
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  CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 Overview of speech recognition modeling techniques  3.1
The statistical approach using HMM has been the dominant technique for speech 
recognition systems for the last two decades. HMM-based speech recognition systems 
started around 1975 when James Baker applied statistical method to speech recognition 
([8],[94). Rabiner and Juang in [17] outlined the major components of a HMM-based 
modern speech recognition and spoken language understanding systems. Bilmes in [25] 
presented a list of possible HMM properties. From speech recognition point of view, 
Bilmes found that HMMs are extremely powerful, given enough hidden states and 
sufficiently rich observation distributions. Baker in [26] presented a report to survey 
historically significant events in speech recognition and understanding which have 
enabled this technology to become progressively more capable and cost effective in a 
growing number of everyday applications. Deng and Huang in [27] demonstrated a 
number of fundamental and practical limitations in speech recognition technology, which 
hinder ubiquitous adoption of this widely used technology. Gales and Young  in [28] 
demonstrated that almost all present day large vocabulary continuous speech recognition 
(LVCSR) systems are based on HMMs. They described the various refinements which 
are needed to achieve state-of-the-art performance. Ye-Yi et al. in [29] categorized 
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spoken dialog technology into form filling, call routing, and voice search, and reviewed 
the voice search technology. Sainath et al. in [30] explored applying a complete LVCSR 
HMM-based system to a small vocabulary corpus. By taking advantage of speaker 
adaptation and discriminative training techniques commonly used in LVCSR systems, 
they achieved an error rate of 20%, the best results reported on the TIMIT corpus to date. 
TIMIT is a speech corpus worked on by many sites, including Texas Instruments and 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Recent results have shown that HMMs are 
remarkably good even for difficult conversational speech-to-text ,the latest Switchboard 
word error rates are at around 13% [25]. 
Zweig and Nguyen in [31] proposed a segmental conditional random fields (CRF) 
approach to large vocabulary continuous speech recognition systems. They achieved 
improvement of 2% compared to the HMM-based baseline. Luo in [32] proposed an 
improved speech recognition algorithm based on a hybrid support vector machine (SVM) 
and HMM architecture. The experimental results showed that the recognition rate had 
increased greatly. To overcome the flaws of the HMM paradigm, Xi et al. [33] designed a 
hybrid HMM/artificial neural networks (ANN) model where the nonparametric 
probabilistic model (a BP neural network) was used to substitute the Gauss blender to 
calculate the observed probability that was necessary for computing the states of the 
HMM. Sloin and Burshtein [35] presented a discriminative training algorithm that used 
SVMs, to improve the classification of discrete and continuous output probability 
HMMs. The presented algorithm used a set of maximum-likelihood (ML)-trained HMMs 
as a baseline system, and an SVM training scheme to rescore the results of the baseline 
HMMs. Xian in [36] presented the use of a hybrid HMM and ANNs for ASR. The 
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proposed hybrid system for ASR was to take advantage from the properties of both HMM 
and ANN, improving flexibility and recognition performance. Schwenk in [41] described 
the use of a neural network language model for large vocabulary continuous speech 
recognition. The underlying idea of his approach was to alleviate the data sparseness 
problem by performing the language model probability estimation in a continuous space. 
Yuecheng et al. in [42] suggested using a gating network to modulate the effects of the 
context to improve the performance of a neural network language model. It was found 
that it was a very effective way. 
Beutler in [40] demonstrated a method to bridge the gap between statistical 
language models and elaborate linguistic grammars. He introduced precise linguistic 
knowledge into a medium vocabulary continuous speech recognizer. His results showed a 
statistically significant improvement of recognition accuracy on a medium vocabulary 
continuous speech recognition dictation task. 
Xiao and Qin in [34] demonstrated that feature coefficients based on MFCC were 
not fully reflecting speech information as a result of speech signal movement and overlap  
of frames, especially noisy effect. They presented a new method for noise robust speech 
recognition based on a hybrid model of HMM and Wavelet Neural Network (WNN). 
Their experimental results showed a better noise robustness model. Middag et al. in [37] 
presented a novel methodology that utilized phonological features to assess the 
pathological state of the speaker using ASR. Table 3-1 shows the word error rate  (WER) 
from state-of-the-art systems on  different English pronunciation corpuses [94]. 
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Pronunciation Corpus Vocabulary WER % 
TI Digits 11 (zero-nine, oh) 0.5 
Wall Street Journal read speech 5,000 3 
Wall Street Journal read speech 20,000 3 
Broadcast News 64000+ 10 
Conversational Telephone Speech (CST) 64000+ 20 
Table ‎3-1 Rough word error rates for a number of ASRs (English corpuses) 
 
 Literature of Arabic speech recognition Systems 3.2
This section presents a literature survey of Arabic speech recognition systems. 
Development of an Arabic speech recognition is a multidiscipline effort, which requires 
integration of Arabic phonetics ([43],[44],[45]), Arabic speech processing techniques 
([46],[47],[45]), and natural language processing [48]. A number of researchers have 
recently addressed development of Arabic speech recognition systems. 
Al-Otaibi in [49] provided a single-speaker speech dataset for MSA. He also 
proposed a technique for labeling Arabic speech. He reported a recognition rate for 
speaker dependent ASR of 93.78% using his technique. The ASR was built using the 
HTK. Hyassat and Abu Zitar in [50] described an Arabic speech recognition system 
based on Sphinx 4. They also proposed an automatic toolkit for building pronunciation 
dictionaries for the Holy Qur’an and standard Arabic language. Three corpuses were 
developed in Hyassat and Abu Zitar [50] work, namely, the Holy Qura’an corpus of 
about 18.5 hours, the command and control corpus of about 1.5 hours, and the Arabic 
digits corpus of less than 1 hour of speech. 
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A workshop was held in 2002 at John Hopkins University where Kirchhofl et al. 
in [51] proposed to use Romanization method for transcription of Egyptian dialectic of 
telephone conversations. Soltau et al. in [52] reported advancements in the IBM system 
for Arabic speech recognition as part of the continuous effort for the Global autonomous 
language exploitation (GALE) project. The system consisted of multiple stages that 
incorporate both diacritized and non-diacritized Arabic speech model. The system also 
incorporated a training corpus of 1,800 hours of unsupervised Arabic speech. Azmi et al. 
in [53] investigated using Arabic syllables for speaker-independent speech recognition 
system for Arabic spoken digits. The database used for both training and testing consisted 
of 44 Egyptian speakers. In a clean environment, experiments showed that the 
recognition rate obtained using syllables outperformed the rate obtained using 
monophones, triphones, and words by 2.68%, 1.19%, and 1.79%, respectively. Also in 
noisy telephone channel, syllables outperformed the rate obtained using monophones, 
triphones, and words by 2.09%, 1.5%, and 0.9%, respectively. Abdou et al. in [54] 
described a speech-enabled computer-aided pronunciation learning system. The system 
was developed for teaching Arabic pronunciations to non-native speakers. The system 
uses a speech recognizer to detect errors in user recitation. A phoneme duration 
classification algorithm was implemented to detect recitation errors related to phoneme 
durations. Performance evaluation using a dataset that includes 6.6% wrong speech 
segments showed that the system correctly identified the error in 62.4% of pronunciation 
errors, reported “Repeat Request” for 22.4% of the errors, and made false acceptance of 
14.9% of total errors. Khasawneh et al. in [4] compared the polynomial classifier that was 
applied to isolated-word speaker-independent Arabic speech and dynamic time warping 
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(DTW) recognizer. They concluded that the polynomial classifier produced better 
recognition performance and much faster testing response than the DTW recognizer. 
Choi et al. in [55] presented recent improvements to their English/Iraqi Arabic speech-to-
speech translation system. The presented system-wide improvements included user 
interface , dialog manager, ASR, and machine translation components. Rambow et al. in 
[56] addressed the problem of parsing transcribed spoken Arabic. They examined three 
different approaches: sentence transduction, treebank transduction, and grammar 
transduction. Overall, grammar transduction outperformed the other two approaches. 
Parsing can be used to check the speech recognizer N-best hypothesis to rescore them 
according to most syntactically accurate one. Nofal et al. in [57] demonstrated a design 
and implementation of stochastic-based new acoustic models suitable for use with a 
command and control system speech recognition system for the Arabic language. Park et 
al. in [58] explored the training and adaptation of multilayer perceptron (MLP) features in 
Arabic ASRs. Three schemes had been investigated. First, the use of MLP features to 
incorporate short-vowel information into the graphemic system. Second, a rapid training 
approach for use with the perceptual linear predictive (PLP) + MLP system was 
described. Finally, the use of linear input networks (LIN) adaptation as an alternative to 
the usual HMM-based linear adaptation was demonstrated. Shoaib et al. in [59] presented 
an approach to develop a robust Arabic speech recognition system based on a hybrid set 
of speech features. This hybrid set consists of intensity contours and formant frequencies. 
Imai et al. in [60] presented a new method for automatic generation of speaker-dependent 
phonological rules in order to decrease recognition errors caused by pronunciation 
variability dependent on speakers. Choueiter et al. in [61] concentrated their efforts on 
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MSA, where they built morpheme-based LMs and studied their effect on the OOV rate as 
well as the word error rate (WER). Bourouba et al. in [62] presented a new HMM/support 
vectors machine (SVM) (k-nearest neighbor) for recognition of isolated spoken words. 
Sagheer et al. in [63] presented a visual speech features representation system. They used 
it to comprise a complete lip-reading system. Taha et al. in [64] demonstrated an agent-
based design for Arabic speech recognition. They defined the Arabic speech recognition 
as a multi-agent system where each agent had a specific goal and deals with that goal 
only. Elmisery et al. in [65] implemented a pattern matching algorithm based on HMM 
using field programmable gate array (FPGA). The proposed approach was used for 
isolated Arabic word recognition and achieved accuracy comparable with the powerful 
classical recognition system. Mokhtar and El-Abddin in [66] represented the techniques 
and algorithms used to model the acoustic-phonetic structure of Arabic speech 
recognition using HMMs. Gales et al. in [67] described the development of a phonetic 
system for Arabic speech recognition. A number of issues involved with building these 
systems had been discussed, such as the pronunciation variation problem. Bahi and 
Sellami in [68] presented experiments performed to recognize isolated Arabic words. 
Their recognition system was based on a combination of the vector quantization 
technique at the acoustic level and markovian modeling. 
A number of researchers investigated the use of neural networks for Arabic 
phonemes and digits recognition ([69], [70], [59]). For example, El-Ramly et al. in [69] 
studied recognition of Arabic phonemes using an Artificial Neural Network. Alimi and 
Ben Jemaa in [71] proposed the use of a fuzzy neural network for recognition of isolated 
words. Bahi and Sellami in [70] investigated a hybrid of neural networks and HMMs for 
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NN/HMM for speech recognition. Alotaibi in [72] reported achieving high- performance 
Arabic digits recognition using recurrent networks. Essa et al. in [73] proposed different 
combined classifier architectures based on Neural Networks by varying the initial 
weights, architecture, type, and training data to recognize Arabic isolated words. Emami 
and Mangu in [74] studied the use of neural network language models (NNLMs) for 
Arabic broadcast news and broadcast conversations speech recognition. 
Alghamdi et al. in [75] developed an Arabic broadcast news transcription system. 
They used a corpus of 7.0 h for training and 0.5 h for testing. The WER they obtained 
ranged from 14.9 to 25.1% for different types and sizes of test data. Satori et al. in [79] 
used Sphinx tools for Arabic speech recognition. They demonstrated the use of the tools 
for recognition of isolated Arabic digits. The data were recorded from six speakers. They 
achieved a digits recognition accuracy of 86.66%. Lamel et al. in [3] described the 
incremental improvements to a system for the automatic transcription of broadcast data in 
Arabic, highlighting techniques developed to deal with specificities (no diacritics, 
dialectal variants, and lexical variety) of the Arabic language. Afify et al. in [80] 
compared grapheme-based recognition system with explicitly modeling short vowels. 
They found that a short vowel modeling improves recognition performance. Billa et al. in 
[81] described the development of audio indexing system for broadcast news in Arabic. 
Key issues addressed in Billa’s [81] work revolve around the three major components of 
the audio indexing system: automatic speech recognition, speaker identification, and 
named entity identification. 
Messaoudi et al. in [82] demonstrated that by building a very large vocalized  
vocabulary and by using a language model including a vocalized component, the WER 
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could be significantly reduced. Elmahdy et al. in [83] used acoustic models trained with 
large MSA news broadcast speech corpus to work as multilingual or multi-accent models 
to decode colloquial Arabic. Vergyri et al. in [84] showed that the use of morphology-
based language models at different stages in a large vocabulary continuous speech 
recognition (LVCSR) system for Arabic leads to WER  reductions. To deal with the huge 
lexical variety, Xiang et al. in [85] concentrated on the transcription of Arabic broadcast 
news by utilizing morphological decomposition in both acoustic and language modeling 
in their system. Selouani and Alotaibi in [86]  presented genetic algorithms to adapt 
HMMs for non-native speech in a large vocabulary speech recognition system of MSA. 
Saon et al. in [87] described the  Arabic broadcast transcription system fielded by IBM in 
the GALE project. Key advances included improved discriminative training, the use of 
subspace Gaussian mixture models (SGMM), neural network acoustic features, variable 
frame rate decoding, training data partitioning experiments, unpruned n-gram language 
models, and neural network based language modeling (NNLMs) . These advances were 
instrumental in achieving a WER of 8.9% on the evaluation test set. Kuo et al. in [88] 
studied various syntactic and morphological context features incorporated in an NNLM 
for Arabic speech recognition. Abushariah et al. in [90] reported the design, 
implementation, and evaluation of a research work for developing a high performance 
natural speaker-independent Arabic continuous speech recognition system. Muhammad 
et al. in [92] evaluated conventional ASR system for six different types of voice disorder 
patients speaking Arabic digits. MFCC and Gaussian mixture models (GMM)/HMM 
were used as features and classifier, respectively. Recognition result was analyzed for 
recognition for types of diseases. 
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 Challenges of Arabic Speech Recognition 3.3
Arabic speech recognition faces many challenges. For example, Arabic has short 
vowels which are usually ignored in text. Therefore, more confusion will be added to the 
ASR decoder. Additionally, Arabic has many dialects where words are pronounced 
differently. Elmahdy et al. in [83] summarized the main problems in Arabic speech 
recognition which include Arabic phonetics, diacritization problem, grapheme-to-
phoneme, and morphological complexity. Diacritization is represented by different 
possible diacritizations of a particular word. As modern Arabic is usually written in non-
diacritized scripts, lots of ambiguities for pronunciations and meanings are introduced. 
Elmahdy et al. in [83] also showed that grapheme-to-phoneme relation is only true for 
diacritized Arabic script. Arabic morphological complexity is demonstrated by the large 
number of affixes (prefixes, infixes, and suffixes) that can be added to the three 
consonant radicals to form patterns. Farghaly and Shaalan in [1] provided a 
comprehensive study of Arabic language challenges and solutions. Lamel et al. in [3] 
presented a number of challenges for Arabic speech recognition such as no diacritics, 
dialectal variants, and very large lexical variety. Alotaibi et al. 2008 in [89] introduced 
foreign-accented Arabic speech as a challenging task in speech recognition. A number of 
Arabic speech challenges were presented in a workshop held in John Hopkins University 
[51]. Billa et al. 2002 in [81] discussed a number of research issues for Arabic speech 
recognition, e.g., absence of short vowels in written text and the presence of compound 
words that are formed by the concatenation of certain conjunctions, prepositions, articles, 
and pronouns, as prefixes and suffixes to the word stem. 
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  CHAPTER 4
THE BASELINE SYSTEM 
 
 Introduction 4.1
This chapter presents the main components of the baseline system that was used 
to test the proposed method. A number of Arabic speech recognition components were 
described. These components include the Arabic speech corpus, Arabic phoneme set, 
Arabic language model, and Arabic pronunciation dictionary. The chapter also provides 
the details of how to build each one of these Arabic ASR components. The performance 
metrics (WER, Perplexity, and OOV) also provided in this chapter. 
 Arabic speech corpuses 4.2
This research work utilized the large vocabulary, speaker independent, natural 
Arabic continuous speech recognition system developed at King Fahd University of 
Petroleum and Minerals (KFUPM), Alghamdi et al. in [75]. This system is based on 
CMU Sphinx 3 ASR system. The baseline system used 3-emmiting states HMM for 
triphone-based acoustic models. The state probability distribution uses a continuous 
density of 8 Gaussian mixture distributions. The baseline system was trained using audio 
files recorded from several TV news channels at a sampling rate of 16 k samples per 
seconds. Two speech corpuses were used in this work: the first speech corpus contains of 
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249 business/economics and sports stories (144 by male speakers, 105 by female 
speakers), summing up to 5.4 hours of speech. The 5.4 hours (1.1 hours used for testing) 
were split into 4572 files with an average file length of 4.5 seconds. The length of wave 
files ranges from 0.8 seconds to 15.6 seconds. An additional 0.1 second silence period is 
added to the beginning and end of each file. The 4572 wav files were completely 
transcribed with fully diacritized text. Although care was taken to exclude recordings 
with background music or excessive noise, some of the files still contain background 
noise such as low level or fainting music, environmental noise such as that of a reporter 
in an open area, e.g., a stadium or a stock market, and low level overlapping foreign 
speech, occurring when a reporter is translating foreign statements. The transcription is 
meant to reflect the way the speaker has uttered the words, even if they were 
grammatically wrong. It is a common practice in MSA and most Arabic dialects to drop 
the vowels at the end of words; this situation is represented in the transcription by either 
using a silence mark (Sukun or unvowelled) or dropping the vowel, which is considered 
equivalent to the silence mark. The transcription file contains 39,217 words. The 
vocabulary list contains 14,234 words. The baseline (first speech corpus) WER is 
12.21%. using sphinx 3. 
The second speech corpus summing up to 7.57 hours (0.57 hours used for testing). 
The recorded speech was divided into 6146 audio files. The total words in the corpus are 
52,714 words, while the vocabulary is 17,236 words. other specifications are same as the 
first speech corpus. The Baseline (second corpus)  system WER is reported at 16.04% 
using PocketSphinx. 
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 Arabic phoneme set 4.3
Before proceeding in discussing the Arabic phoneme set, it would be appropriate 
for the  reader if we start first by providing a Romanization [2] of the Arabic letters and  
diacritical marks as shown in Appendix 2. The short vowels Fatha, Damma, and Kasra 
are represented using a, u, and i, respectively. 
A phoneme is the basic unit of speech that is used in ASR systems. Appendix 3 
shows the listing of the Arabic phoneme set (40 phonemes) used in the training, and the 
corresponding phoneme symbols. This phoneme set is chosen based on the previous 
experience with Arabic text-to-Speech systems ([43], [76], [46]), and the corresponding 
phoneme set which was successfully used in the CMU English pronunciation dictionary 
[77]. Although the Arabic phoneme set was found to be good enough, we believe that this 
set is far from being optimal, and further work is needed to derive an optimize phoneme 
set for Arabic. 
 Arabic pronunciation dictionary 4.4
Pronunciation dictionaries are essential components of ASRs. They contain the 
phonetic transcriptions of all the vocabulary in the target domain of the conversation. A 
phonetic transcription is a sequence of phonemes that describes how the corresponding 
word should be pronounced. Ali et al. in [78] developed a software tool to generate 
pronunciation dictionaries for Arabic texts using Arabic pronunciation rules. We utilized 
this tool to generate the enhanced dictionary (i.e. after modeling cross-word problem). 
This tool takes care of some of within-word variation such as: The context in which the 
words are uttered, for example, Hamzat Al-Wasl ( ا ) at the beginning of the word and the 
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Ta’al marbouta ( ة ) at the end of the word, and words and letters that have multiple 
pronunciations  due to dialect issues. They also defined a set of rules based on regular 
expressions to define the phonemic definition of words. The tool scans the word letter by 
letter, and if the conditions of a rule for a specific letter are satisfied, then the replacement 
for that letter is added to a tree structure that represents all the possible pronunciations for 
that words.  
The baseline dictionary contains 14234 words (without variants) and 23840 words 
(with within-word variants). A sample from the developed pronunciation dictionary is 
listed below. This example shows the within-word variants of (ةَربنَِدأ <> ’dinbara ), in the 
baseline dictionary:  
ةَربنَِدأ    E AE D IH M B R AA H (default) 
ةَربنَِدأ(2) E AE D IH M B R AA T 
ةَربنَِدأ(3) E AE D IH N B R AA H 
ةَربنَِدأ(4) E AE D IH N B R AA T 
 Arabic language model 4.5
The CMU language toolkit (Open Source Toolkit for Speech Recognition 
2011,[16]) was used to build a statistical language model from the transcription of the full 
diacritized transcription of 5.4 hours of the audio. Table 4-1 shows the total count of 1-
grams, 2-grams, and 3-grams of the Arabic baseline language model with examples. for 
more information of language models, please refer to section 2.2.5. 
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Table ‎4-1 N-grams in the baseline system 
n-grams 
Type 
n-grams 
count 
Examples 
1-grams 14234 
وَحَضأ <> ’DHaw 
 ِفاَعَضأ <> ’D‘aafi 
تَحََضأ <> ’DHat 
2-grams 32813 
<> almajlis al’tHaadyiِِِّي  داَحِّت  لااِس لجَملا 
<> almajlis al‘aalamyiِِِّي  مَلاَعلاِس لجَملا 
 <> almajlis t‘amulatihaاَه تلاُماَعَتِس لجَملا 
3-grams 37771 
ىَلَعِ  دي كأَّتلاَوِةَي نعَملا <> alma‘niya walta’kiid ‘ala 
تاَرَايل  مِ ةَسمَخِةَّي نعَملا <> alma‘niya khmsh mlyarat 
رَاطَملاِي فِةَّي نعَملا<> alma‘niya fy almatar 
 
 Performance Metrics 4.6
Three performance metrics were used to measure the performance enhancement: 
the word error rate (WER), out of vocabulary (OOV), and perplexity (PP). 
4.6.1 Word Error Rate (WER): 
WER is a common metric to measure performance of ASRs. WER is computed 
using the following formula: 
    
     
 
 
Where: 
 S is the number of substitutions words errors, 
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 D is the number of the deletions words errors, 
 I is the number of the insertions words errors, 
 N is the number of words in the testing set. 
The word accuracy can also be measured using WER as the following formula: 
Word Accuracy = 1 – WER 
4.6.2 Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV): 
OOV is a metric to measure the performance of ASRs. OOV is known as a source 
of recognition errors, which in turn could lead to additional errors in the words that 
follow [93]. Hence fore, increasing OOVs plays a significant role in increasing WER and 
deteriorating performance. In this research work, the baseline system is based on a closed 
vocabulary. The closed vocabulary assumes that all words of the testing set are already 
included in the dictionary. Jurafsky and Martin in [94] explore the differences between 
open and closed vocabulary. In our method, we calculate OOV as the percentage of 
recognized words that are not belonging to the testing set, but to the training set. The 
following formula is used to find OOV: 
Baseline system
Non-Testing Set Words
  *100
Testing Set Words
OOV   
4.6.3 Perplexity (PP) 
The perplexity of the language model is defined in terms of the inverse of the 
average log likelihood per word [95]. It is an indication of the average number of words 
that can follow a given word, a measure of the predictive power of the language model, 
[96]. Measuring the perplexity is the common way to evaluate N-gram language model. It 
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is a way to measure the quality of a model independent of any ASR system. The 
measurement is performed on the testing set. The lower perplexity system is considered 
better than one of higher perplexity. The perplexity formula is: 
PP(W) = 
)w,…,w,P(w
1
N21
N  
Where PP is the perplexity, P is the probability of the word set to be tested W=w1, 
w2, … , wN, and N is the total number of words in the testing set. 
 Significance measurement 4.7
The performance detection method proposed by Plötz in [97] was used to 
investigate the achieved recognition results. A 95% is used as a level of confidence. The 
WER of the baseline system (12.21 %) and the total number of words in the testing set 
(9288 words ) are used to find the confidence interval [εl , εh]. The boundaries of the 
confidence interval are found to be [12.21 – 0.68 , 12.21 + 0.68]  [11.53,12.89]. If the 
changed classification error rate is outside this interval, this change can be interpreted as 
statistically significant. Otherwise, they were most likely caused by chance. 
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  CHAPTER 5
WITHIN-WORD PRONUNCIATION 
VARIATION MODELING 
 
 Introduction 5.1
The main goal of automatic speech recognition systems (ASRs) is to enable 
people to communicate more naturally and effectively. However, this ultimate dream 
faces many obstacles such as variability in speaking styles and pronunciation variations, 
as  explored in Chapter 2. Accordingly, handling these obstacles is a major requirement 
to enhance ASR performance.  
 In speech recognition, pronunciation variation causes recognition errors in the 
form of insertions, deletions, or substitutions of phoneme(s) relative to the phonemic 
transcription in the pronunciation dictionary. Pronunciation variations which reduce 
recognition performance, as indicated by McAllester et al. in [98], occur in continuous 
speech in two types: cross-word variation and within-word variation. Within-word 
variations cause alternative pronunciation(s) within words. In contrast, a cross-word 
variation occurs in continuous speech in which a sequence of words forms a compound 
word that should be treated as one entity. Hofmann et al. in [99] demonstrated that 
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conversational speech poses high challenge to nowadays’ ASR as people tend to combine 
or even miss words out. 
The pronunciation variations are often modeled using two approaches: knowledge 
based and data driven. The knowledge-based approach depends on linguistic criteria that 
have been developed over decades. These criteria are presented as phonetic rules that can 
be used to find the possible pronunciation alternative(s) for word utterances. On the 
contrary, data-driven methods depend solely on the training pronunciation corpus to find 
the pronunciation variants (direct data-driven) or transformation rules (indirect data-
driven). That is, the direct data-driven approach distils variants, while the indirect data-
driven approach distils rules that are used to find variants. As pros and cons of both 
approaches, the knowledge-based approach is not exhaustive; not all of the variations that 
occur in continuous speech can be described, whereas obtaining reliable information 
using the data-driven approach is extremely difficult [100]. However, Amdal and Fosler-
Lussier in [101] mentioned that there is a growing interest in data-driven methods over 
knowledge-based methods due to the lack of domains’ expertise. Wester and Fosler-
Lussier in [102] compared between knowledge- based and data-driven approaches. The 
comparison showed that the latter leads to more significant improvement than 
knowledge-based methods which lead to a small improvement in recognition accuracy. 
Figure 5-1 illustrates the two types of pronunciation variations and the modeling 
techniques. In Figure 5-1, the underlined bold text (i.e., modeling within-word 
pronunciation variation using data-driven) shows the goal of this chapter.  
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Figure ‎5-1 Pronunciation Variation Modeling Techniques 
 
This chapter presents a direct data-driven approach to model within-word 
pronunciation variations, in which the pronunciation variants are distilled from the 
training speech corpus. The proposed method consists of performing phoneme 
recognition, followed by a sequence alignment between the observation phonemes 
generated by the phoneme recognizer and the reference phonemes obtained from the 
pronunciation dictionary. The unique collected variants are then added to dictionary as 
well as to the language model. Since the phoneme recognizer output has no boundary 
between the words, the direct data-driven approach is a good candidate to extract variants 
where no boundary information is present. This approach is usually used in the 
bioinformatics field to align gene sequences. 
Cross-Word 
Knowledge-Based 
Knowledge-Based 
Data-Driven 
Direct Data-Driven 
Indirect Data-Driven 
Within-Word 
Data-Driven 
Pronunciation variation modeling techniques 
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 Related work 5.2
There have been many studies on modeling within-word pronunciation variations 
for improving ASRs performance. They are divided into two approaches: Knowledge-
based and data-driven. Knowledge-based variants are derived from linguistic 
phonological rules, whereas data-driven variants are extracted from the pronunciation 
corpus. There are three levels where variants can be modeled: pronunciation dictionary, 
language model, and acoustic model. Helmer Strik in [103] mentioned that pronunciation 
variations modeling should be considered at the three mentioned levels. However, adding 
variants to the pronunciation dictionary is the classical approach that is usually employed, 
also called lexical adaptation.  
Sloboda and Waibel in [104] demonstrated that having dictionaries, rich with 
more alternative pronunciations is a key fact in improving the performance in continuous 
ASRs. McAllister et al. in [98] showed that using pronunciation variations enhances the 
performance over the baseline system that had no variants. Another study that was 
performed by Fosler-Lussier et al. in [105] showed that the mismatch between the phones 
recognized and the word’s phonetic transcription in the dictionary increases WER and 
degrades performance. A study was performed by Saraçlar et al. in [106] showed that the 
ASR performance will be highly improved if there is a closer match between the phonetic 
sequence recognized by the decoder and the phonetic transcription in the dictionary. 
Therefore, the dictionary should be carefully designed to include high quality 
pronunciations.  
Knowledge-based approaches received great interest for modeling Arabic within-
word pronunciation variations at the pronunciation dictionary level. Alghamdi et al. in 
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[75] developed MSA broadcast news transcription system. They used a multi 
pronunciations dictionary developed in [78]. Ali et al. in [78] used MSA knowledge-
based method to generate Arabic multi pronunciations dictionaries for large ASRs. Al-
Haj et al. in [107] demonstrated knowledge-based approach to add variants to dictionary. 
They worked on Iraqi-Arabic speech and focused on short vowels. Biadsy et al. in [108] 
showed that the use of linguistic pronunciation rules could significantly improve phone 
recognition and word recognition results. They developed a set of pronunciation rules 
that encapsulate some of MSA features for within-word variation. Billa et al. in [81] 
discussed a number of research issues for Arabic speech recognition, e.g., absence of 
short vowels in written text and the presence of compound words that are formed by the 
concatenation of certain conjunctions, prepositions, articles, and pronouns, as prefixes 
and suffixes to the word stem. While the knowledge-based ( for within-word variation)  is 
applied in Arabic ASRs, no data-driven research work has been found. 
For other languages, the knowledge-based approach for within-word variations 
also investigated by Tajchman et al. in [109] for ten US English phonological rules. Finke 
and Waibel in [110] used a set of US English phonological rules to generate 
pronunciation variants. Wester et al. in [100] demonstrated Dutch phonological rules to 
model pronunciation variations. Kessens et al. in [111] applied five optional Dutch 
phonological rules to the words in the baseline lexicon to generate within-word 
pronunciation variants. Kyong-Nim and Minhwa in [112] analyzed Korean phonological 
rules and implemented a rule-based pronunciation variants generator to produce a 
pronunciation lexicon with context-dependent multiple variants. Jeon et al. in [113] 
demonstrated Korean phonological rules to generate pronunciation variants. Liu and 
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Fung in [114] applied phonological rules to produce variants for Cantonese accented 
Mandarin speech. The knowledge-based approach was also implemented by Seman and 
Jusoff in [115] for spontaneous Standard Malay.  
In spite of the advantages of using knowledge-based, Amdal and Fossler-Lussier 
in [101] mentioned that there is a migration from knowledge-based methods to data-
driven methods due to lack of domains’ expertise.  
Data-driven approaches use the acoustic signal to distill pronunciation variants 
(direct data-driven) or the underlying rules (indirect data-driven). Amdal and Fossler-
Lussier in [101] presented indirect data-driven approach for US English. Wester in [100] 
used the same method for Dutch. For spontaneous Standard Malay, Seman and Jusoff in 
[115] used decision trees as pruning method after applying the indirect data-driven 
approach. 
With regard to the direct data-driven approaches, Sloboda and Waibel in [104] 
proposed a direct data-driven approach to add new German pronunciations to dictionary. 
They used an already existing recognizer with good performance to find new 
pronunciation variants by applying the recognizer to the available training speech corpus. 
Sloboda and Waibel [104] work is close to what we propose. However, there are two 
differences: we propose to extract variants using sequence alignment between reference 
phonemes and the observation phonemes, whereas they used speech recognizer to decode 
the training speech, followed by phoneme recognition to collect words with their actual 
pronunciations. They consider the high frequency used variants in the modeling stage. 
The other difference is that we generate orthographic forms of variants and represent 
them in the language model, instead of modeling variants in the dictionary alone.  
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 Motivation 5.3
In ASRs, the canonical pronunciation is the one that is usually included in the 
dictionary. The ultimate goal of ASR research is to have the canonical pronunciation as 
close as possible to the actual pronunciation. Generally, many pronunciation variation 
sources cause these differences as mentioned in chapter 2. Fortunately, some of these 
variations can be discovered and consequently modeled to reduce its undesirable effects. 
The actual pronunciation can be obtained using the Phoneme recognizer. The 
observed phonemes will then be compared with the reference phonemes to discover the 
variations. Before displaying some illustrative examples, we emphasize that our phoneme 
set had a thorough verification process. Therefore, the occurrence of variations in the 
observation phonemes as compared to the reference phonemes is unavoidable. Therefore, 
they are true changes that should be considered in the within-word pronunciation 
variation modeling. Table 5-1 shows some changes occurring in speech signals. Example 
1 demonstrates a change in phoneme /L/ (ل), which was replaced by the phoneme /N/ (ن). 
This is an example of the phoneme substitution phenomenon. Example 2 shows that the 
generated variant has two changes: a new phoneme /D/ (د) is inserted, and the phoneme 
/UH/ (  ـ Damma) is switched to /IH/ (   ِـ Kasra). Example 3 has three changes. 
The orthographic form of the variant is the text form of the extracted variant. The 
variant’s phonemes are replaced with the corresponding letters to produce the 
orthographic form of the variant, which is the artificially generated word that will be 
added to the dictionary and the language model. 
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Table ‎5-1 Within-Word Pronunciation Variations Examples 
Example 1 
A vocabulary ُِم َلتسَت 
Reference phonemes T AE S T AE L IH M UH 
Observed phonemes T AE S T AE N IH M UH 
Orthographic form ُِم َنتسَت 
Example 2 
A vocabulary َِم ُّدََقت 
Reference phonemes T AE Q AA D UH M AE 
Observed phonemes T AE Q AA D D IH M AE 
Orthographic form َِم  ددََقت 
Example 3 
A vocabulary  ِتاَضي فَخت 
Reference phonemes T AE KH F IY DD AH: T IH N 
Observation phonemes T AE KH TT W IY DD AH: T UH N 
Orthographic form نُتَاـضي ـوطَخت 
 
The Levenshtein Distance (LD) is a metric for measuring the difference between 
two sequences. In our case, the difference is between the observation phonemes and the 
reference phonemes. In Table 5-1, Example 1 has one difference and example 3 has three 
differences. The LD is used as a metric to accept or reject the distilled variants. If we set 
the LD threshold to 3, no variant with more than 3 changes, as compared to the reference 
phonemes, will be taken as an accepted variant. 
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In the proposed approach, the extracted variants will be added to the language 
model. One reason for adding the variants to the language model is the Viterbi limitation. 
Jurafsky and Martin in [94] illustrated that the Viterbi algorithm is an approximation 
algorithm. It actually computes an approximation of the most probable word sequence, 
instead of computing the most probable word sequence given the acoustic of the speech 
signal. In multiple pronunciations dictionaries, the Viterbi decoder finds the best phone 
string rather than the best word string. This means that the Viterbi algorithm is biased 
against words with many pronunciations. The reason for this is that the probabilities' 
mass is split up among different pronunciations. Thus, because the Viterbi decoder can 
only follow one of these pronunciation paths, it may ignore the correct word that has 
many-pronunciations and favor an incorrect word with only one pronunciation path. 
Table 5-2 illustrates the method that is usually used when modeling pronunciation 
variants in ASRs dictionaries including Sphinx.  
Table ‎5-2 Pronunciation Variation Modeling Techniques 
Word  1 
Default pronunciation  
Variant 1: vi 
Variant 2: vi+1 
Variant 3: vi+2 
… 
Word 2 
Default pronunciation  
Variant 1: vi 
Variant 2: vi+1 
Variant 3: vi+2 
… 
… … 
Word n 
Default pronunciation  
Variant 1: vi 
Variant 2: vi+1 
Variant 3: vi+2 
… 
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Table 5-3 illustrates our proposed method. It shows that instead of having a word 
with many pronunciations, each variant will be considered as a single word, where we 
will have m words corresponding to the n words and their variants. Hence, the Viterbi 
approximation will not panelize any word, since all variants are considered as 
independent words, each with its own pronunciation. 
Table ‎5-3 Proposed pronunciation variation technique 
Word  1 Word 1 Pronunciation 
Word 2 Word 2 Pronunciation 
… … 
Word m Word m Pronunciation 
 
 Dynamic Programming 5.4
Dynamic programming (DP) is a technique to design a powerful algorithm that is used to 
solve combinatorial optimization problems, Alsuwaiyel in [117]. The problems include: 
sequence alignment, traveling salesman, all-pairs shortest path, etc. In our method, we 
used the sequence alignment method to find the maximum similarity between two input 
sequences: (the reference phonemes and the observation phonemes). In order to find the 
maximum similarity, three scores are required:  a match score, a mismatch score, and a 
gap score. Table 5-4 shows two sequences, the alignment between these two sequences 
shows 6 matches, 1 mismatch, and 2 gaps. 
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Table ‎5-4 An alignment between two sequences 
Sequence 1 A T - C G A T C G 
| :match 
Null :gap 
X :mismatch 
| |  | |  | X | 
Sequence 2 A T A C G - T G G 
 
These scores are used to calculate the total alignment score for all possible 
alignments to choose the optimal score. Dynamic programming usually consists of three 
components: Recursive relation, Tabular computation, Traceback. The recursive relation 
is as follows[116]: 
 (   )     {
 (       )   (     )                   (              )
 (     )                                                              (        )
 (     )                                                             (        )
 
 
Where F is scoring matrix, d  is the gap penalty, and s is the score function.  
 
 The Proposed Method 5.5
Obtaining variants by applying the direct data-driven approach is performed using 
a sequence alignment process between the observation phonemes and the reference 
phonemes. The sequence alignment itself is performed using a dynamic programming 
algorithm. The following are the steps to distill the variants directly from the training 
pronunciation corpus: 
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Step 1: 
Observations phonemes are generated using the phoneme recognizer that 
generates the phonemes as they are actually pronounced without any restriction. Figure 5-
2 shows the transcription of a speech file with its corresponding phonemes: 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure ‎5-2 The baseline corpus transcription and its phonemes 
Note that each observation phonemes string starts and ends with silences as it is 
intentionally added at the beginning and at the end of each speech file in our 
pronunciation corpus. 
Step 2: 
Sequence alignment is usually used to align characters without gaps. As some of 
our phonemes have two character representations, we convert all of these two character 
representations into one character representation. Therefore, we convert all observation 
phonemes generated in step 1 into single character representations. For example, /T/ is 
left as /T/, whereas we assigned /#/ to represent /DH/, as an example. The reason for this 
representation is that we need each phoneme to be represented as a single character. 
Otherwise, the sequence alignment may take part of the phoneme and leave the other, 
resulting in a non-phoneme character. We also remove spaces between phonemes of the 
. . . 
رلاوُد نوُيِلم ِةَِئم َعَبسَو اًراَيِلم اَهُتَميِق ُغُلبَت 
SIL T AE DH UH L UW GH UX Q IX IX... 
. . . 
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observation phonemes. The same action is taken with the dictionary reference phonemes 
in order to have a single character representation without gaps as illustrates in Figure 5-3. 
The mapping table is found in the Appendix 4. 
 
 
 
Figure ‎5-3 baseline dictionary after transforming the phonemes 
Step 3: 
For all dictionary words, perform a sequence alignment between the reference 
phonemes and the observation phonemes. The alignment is performed only in the 
sentence containing the related word. For example, if I want to find the variants of 
( ِةَيِمن َّتلا); the alignment is exclusively carried out in the sentences containing this word 
( ِةَيِمن َّتلا). Therefore, we do not search for variants blindly in all observation phonemes. 
Figure 5-4 shows an illustrative example.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure ‎5-4 Finding variants process 
ةَّيِعَمَتجُملا ةَّيِمنَّتلا يِف ّصَاخلا ِعاَطِقلا َروَد 
                         ETANMXYAH 
..DAWORIELQ{E&/+CEL=@<%F}ETCNMXYCTXEL.. 
 
Dictionary 
. . . 
ةَّيِمنَّتلا  ETANMXYAH 
. . . 
 
Phoneme Recognizer 
 
. . . 
 ُهَتَميِق  Q>MATAHO 
اَهُتَميِق  Q>MATOHC 
 ُهُتَميِق  Q>MATOHO 
. . . 
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Step 4: 
For all variants collected in the previous step (step3), remove duplicates and 
switch phonemes back to their original forms (i.e. their two character representation, if 
any). 
Step 5: 
For all unique variants, generate the orthographic forms. That is, produce a new 
artificial word that represents the phonemes in terms of letters. For example: we have a 
variant for the word (ةَّي  منَّتلا) which is (E T AE: N M IH Y AE: T IH). The 
orthographic representation is (ِ تَاـي  منَاـتء). This new generated word will be added to the 
dictionary and transcription corpus in step 6. 
Step 6: 
Add the new artificially generated words to the corpus transcription by replacing 
each variant with its corresponding regular form. The original sentences are also added to 
the new transcription corpus. For example: the variant (ِ تَاـي  منَاـتء) is replaced with (ةَّي  منَّتلا) 
wherever it appears in the transcription. Some cases are as follows: 
 
 <1ِِّي رَاقَعلاِ تَاـي  منَاـتءِ قوُدنُصَِعَم 
 <2 ِتَاـي  منَاـتءِ  َططُخِي فِ ةَكَراَشُمل ل 
 <3 ِتَاـي  منَاـتءِي فِةَّي  طفِّنلاِةَورَّثلاِن  مَِربَكأِ ردَقِ راَمث تس اَِىلَعِوُدَبيِاَمي فُِز ِّكَُرتَس ةَّي ل  خاَّدلا 
 <4َِمد  خَِىل إُِف  دهَيِاَمَكةَّي  عاَم تج  لااَوِةَّي  داَص تق  لااِ تَاـي  منَاـتءِ  فاَدَهأِ ة 
 <5ِ ري رقَّتلاِ قَاي  سِي فِلي  صَافَّتلاِن  مِدي زَملاَوِّي رَم َّشلاِعاَّدَفِ تَاـي  منَاـتءِ عي راَشَمِي فِف راَعَمَوِ  مُولُعِن  مي لاَّتلا   
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Once all orthographic variants are added to the transcription corpus, we build the 
enhanced language model. 
Step 7: 
After decoding and before testing, we transform the variants into their regular 
word form, as the following example shows: 
ِ ةاَراَبُملاِي فِهجَو لًِاهجَوِ  نَلابَاَقَتيَسةَيي  ءَاـه نء 
ِ ةاَراَبُملاِي فِهجَو لًِاهجَوِ  نَلابَاَقَتيَسةَّي ئَاهِّنلا 
 Testing and Evaluation 5.6
Initially, the following are a number of assumptions applied during testing phase: 
First, The sequence alignment method is good option to find variants for long words, so 
we performed our experiments on word lengths (WL) starting from 7 characters 
(including diacritics). Small words such as (ي ف) are avoided as short sequences may 
introduce errors in the alignment process. Therefore, finding variants of long words such 
as (  ِةاَراَبُملا) is better than finding variants of (ي ف). Second, We do not use the same LD 
threshold for all words length. We use a small LD threshold for small words and larger 
LD thresholds for long words. Third, We use the following sequence alignment scores: 
Match score=10, Mismatch score=-7, Gap score=-4.  
Table 5-5 shows the recognition output achieved for different choices of LD 
threshold. We performed eight experiments with different specifications. The highest 
accuracy was found in Experiment 6 with the following specifications: the WL starts at 
12 characters. For WL with 12 or 13 characters, LD = 1 or 2. This means that once a 
variant is found, LD should be 1 or 2 to be an accepted variant. For the other LWs in 
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Experiment 6, LDs are also applied in the same way. We used Experiment 6 as a 
representation of our enhanced system. 
Table ‎5-5 Recognition outputs for different specifications 
Experiment 1 2 3 4 
 
LD=1-2 
LD=1-3 
LD=1-4 
WL 
7-8 
9-12 
>=13 
WL 
8-9 
10-13 
>=14 
WL 
9-10 
11-14 
>=15 
WL 
10-11 
12-15 
>=16 
Accuracy % 89.1 89.25 89.45 89.42 
Enhancement % 1.31 1.46 1.66 1.63 
Used variants 298 248 181 140 
Experiment 5 6 7 8 
 
LD=1-2 
LD=1-3 
LD=1-4 
WL 
11-12 
13-16 
>=17 
WL 
12-13 
14-17 
>=18 
WL 
13-14 
15-18 
>=19 
WL 
14-15 
16-19 
>=20 
Accuracy % 89.54 89.61 89.31 88.48 
Enhancement % 1.75 1.82 1.52 0.69 
Used variants 97 60 34 15 
 
In Table 5-5, the used variants are the total number of variants transformed into 
their original forms after the decoding process. In Experiment 1, we replaced 298 
variants, as an example. It should be clear that the performance is not correlated with the 
total number of variants used in the decoding process. Experiment 1 has the highest 
variants used; however, Experiment 6 has the highest accuracy achieved (1.82% 
reduction in WER). 
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Figure 5-5 shows the achieved accuracy in the eight experiments. Figure 5-5 is 
produced according to the data provided in Table 5-5.  
 
                  Figure ‎5-5 Accuracy  achieved using pure data-driven variants 
 
The maximum accuracy achieved (experiment 6) using direct-data driven 
approach for within-word variation is summarized in Table 5-6. 
Baseline system accuracy (%) Enhanced system accuracy (%) WER reduction (%) 
87.79 89.61 1.82 
Table ‎5-6 the accuracy achieved using within-word modeling 
 
Table 5-7 provides statistical information about the variants. It shows the total 
variants found using the proposed method. It also shows how many variants (among the 
total) are already found in the dictionary, alleviating the need to be accepted. After 
discarding the found variants, we will be left with the candidate variants that will be 
considered in the modeling process. After discarding the repetitions, we end up with what 
86.5
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Experiment 
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we called unique variants, which will be used for modeling process. The column on right 
in Table 5-7 shows how many variants used (i.e. replaced back) after decoding process. 
Table ‎5-7 Statistical information about the variants collected 
 
Experiment 
Total 
variants 
Variants 
found in 
dictionary 
Candidate 
variants 
Unique 
variants 
Variants 
used 
1 7120 2965 4155 3793 298 
2 5118 1901 3217 2959 248 
3 3660 1224 2436 2259 181 
4 2412 771 1641 1513 140 
5 1533 446 1087 994 97 
6 854 241 613 569 60 
7 455 119 336 313 34 
8 217 56 161 150 15 
 
Table 5-7 shows that 26%-42% among suggested variants are already known to 
the dictionary. This metric could be used as an indicator of the selection process. In 
general, it should be as low as possible in order to introduce new variants. Table 5-7 also 
shows that 8% of the variants are discarded due to the repetitions. This repetition is an 
important issue in pronunciation variation modeling as it may use the highest frequency 
variants in the modeling process. We considered this point and collected information 
about the variants' frequencies as shown in Table 5-8. 
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Table ‎5-8 Variants' frequencies. 
 Variants frequency 
Experiment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
5 
1034 38 7 3 0 1 1 3 
95% 3.5% ≈0 ≈0 =0 ≈0 ≈0 ≈0 
6 
584 23 4 0 0 0 1 1 
95% 3.7% ≈0 =0 =0 =0 ≈0 ≈0 
 
 
Table 5-8 lists information from two experiments (5 and 6), which have the 
highest accuracy. The table shows that most variants have a one-time repetition. The 
table also shows that the repetition could reach 8 times for some variants. In Table 5-8, 
we found that three variants had repeated 8 times in Experiment 5 and 1 variant had 
repeated 8 times in Experiment 6. This information highlights our inability to pick only 
the high frequency variants, instead of taking all variants. In fact, almost all variants are 
repeated one time. 
In order to compare our method that is based on modeling variants in the 
dictionary and the language model, to the method of modeling the collected variants only 
in the dictionary, we performed 2 experiments, 9 and 10 as shown in Table 5-9. In this 
case, the language model was not involved, and the baseline language model was used. 
We used the variants of two experiments (3 and 6) to check the performance after adding 
the variants as multi pronunciations words. This option is provided by Sphinx 3 such as: 
 َنيِعبَسَو      W AE S AE B AI IY N AE   
 َنيِعبَسَو(1)   W AE S AE B AE IY N AE  
 َنيِعبَسَو(2)   W AE S AE B IH AY N AE  
 َنيِعبَسَو(3)   W AE: S AE B AI IY N AE  
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Table 5-9 shows that instead of achieving improvement, the performance was less 
than the baseline system. This result can be justified by the notice mentioned by Helmer 
Strik in [103] as he stated that  pronunciation variations modeling should be considered at 
the three ASR levels: acoustic model, the pronunciation dictionary, and the language 
model. 
Table ‎5-9 Pronunciation variation modeling without language model. 
Experiment Total variants Accuracy % Enhancement 
9 2259 86.50 No enhancement 
10 569 86.55 No enhancement 
 
We used the performance detection method suggested by Plötz in [97] to 
investigate the significance of the achieved enhancement. Since the enhanced method 
achieved  a WER of  (10.39%) which is out of the confidence interval [11.53,12.89] ( see 
chapter 4, the baseline system), it is concluded that the achieved enhancement is 
statistically significant. 
The OOV was also measured for both systems. It was found that the baseline 
system has an OOV equal to 3.53%, which was reduced to 3.39% in the enhanced 
system. Our ASR system is based on a closed vocabulary, so we assume that there are no 
unknown words. The OOV was calculated as the percentage of recognized words that are 
not belonging to the testing set, but to the Training Set. So OOV (baseline system) = 
(none Testing set words) / (total words in the testing set) = 328/9288*100= 3.53%. For 
the enhanced system, OOV=315/9288*100= 3.39%. Clearly, the lower OOV is better 
which was achieved in the enhanced system. 
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One common way to evaluate the N-gram language model is perplexity. It is a 
way to measure the quality of the language model independent of any ASR system. The 
perplexity for both the baseline and the enhanced language models (experiment 6) are 
34.08 and 6.73, respectively. The measurement was performed on the testing set, which 
contains 9288 words. Therefore, the enhanced system is clearly better since lower 
perplexity is better. The reason why both perplexities are low is due to the specific 
domains that we used in our corpus(economics and sports). 
The great impact on the perplexity could be understood in two ways: First, the 
robustness occurred in the language model increases the probability of the testing set 
W=w1,w2,…,wN., therefore reducing the perplexity according the perplexity formula:  
PP(W) = 
)w,…,w,P(w
1
N21
N  
Second, the perplexity is defined as the average number of words that can follow 
a given word, [96]. Accordingly, the 569 variants (in the experiment 6) added to 
transcription as new words have extremely low perplexities, which reduce the overall 
perplexities. 
Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 provide a sample of the recognition results of the 
baseline and the enhanced systems. The sample contains a deletion and insertion cases, 
respectively. 
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An original speech signal to be 
tested 
 
ِ ِءزُجلا نِم ِءاَِهتنِلااِن  مِتنَّكَمَتِدَقِةَّي رَطَقلاِ  كُوُنبلاَِبَلَغأِ َّن إ
يَِّنَبتِن  مَِربكَلأا  
As recognized by the baseline 
system 
 ُءزُجلا ِءاَِهتن ِ لااِن  مِتَنَّكَمَتِدَقِةَّي رَطَقلاِ  كُوُنبلاَِبَلَغأِ َّن إ
يَِّنَبتِن  مَِربكَلأا  
As recognized by the enhanced 
system 
ِ ِءزُجلا نِم  ِءَاـِهتنِءلِن  مِتنَّكَمَتِدَقِةَّي رَطَقلاِ  كُوُنبلاَِبَلَغأِ َّن إ
ايَِّنَبتِن  مَِربكَلأ   
Final output after replacing the 
variant 
ِ ِءزُجلا نِم  ِءاَِهتنِلااِن  مِتنَّكَمَتِدَقِةَّي رَطَقلاِ  كُوُنبلاَِبَلَغأِ َّن إ
يَِّنَبتِن  مَِربكَلأا  
Figure ‎5-6 A deletion case problem fixed in the enhanced system 
 
An original speech signal to be 
tested 
ةَّيِدوُع ُّسلا وُكماََرأُِةَك رَشِتَعاَرُِثيَحِلَيبُجلاِ ةَافص م لِاًَمأوَت  
As recognized by the baseline 
system 
ُِةَك رَشِتَعاَرُِثيَحِلَيبُجلاِ ةَافص م لِاًَمأوَت َنأ وُكماََرأ
ةَّيِدوُع ُّسلا 
As recognized by the enhanced 
system 
َهيِدُوـعُسَء وُكماََرأُِةَك رَشِتَعاَرُِثيَحِلَيبُجلاِ ةَافص م لِاًَمأوَت  
Final output after replacing the 
variant 
ةَّيِدوُع ُّسلا وُكماََرأ ُِةَك رَشِتَعاَرُِثيَحِلَيبُجلاِ ةَافص م لِاًَمأوَت  
Figure ‎5-7 An insertion case problem fixed in the enhanced system 
 
Since our method artificially creates new words and adds them to the dictionary 
as well as to the language model, it introduces a major change in the n-grams (in term of 
their total and probabilities). Table 5-10 shows the differences between the baseline and 
the enhanced systems (experiment 6) in terms of n-grams. The enrichment that affects the 
language mode will lead (most likely) to a better word recognition, which in turn will 
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lead to another better recognition in the 2-grams and 3-grams. In contrast, error 
recognition of a word may lead to another error in the word sequence and so on. 
Table ‎5-10 N-grams in the baseline and the enhanced systems 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-8 provides an example of enhancement occurring in the testing speech 
that has no variants (indirectly positive effect of modeling pronunciation variation). 
An original speech signal to be 
tested 
 
 يِفِ ِّي  دوُع ُّسلاِ  طفِّنلاِ  ني زَخت لِاًعوُرشَمِ ه ثَحبِنَعًِلاَضفِو
ني ِّصلا  
As recognized by the baseline 
system 
لِصَافِ ِّي  دوُع ُّسلاِ  طفِّنلاِ  ني زَخت لِاًعوُرشَمِ ه ثَحبِنَعًِلاَضفِو  
As recognized by the enhanced 
system 
 يِفِ ِّي  دوُع ُّسلاِ  طفِّنلاِ  ني زَخت لِاًِعوُرشَمِ ه ثَحبِنَعًِلاَضفِو
ني ِّصلا  
No variants to be replaced 
 يِفِ ِّي  دوُع ُّسلاِ  طفِّنلاِ  ني زَخت لِاًعوُرشَمِ ه ثَحبِنَعًِلاَضفِو
ني ِّصلا  
Figure ‎5-8 Indirect enhancement in the enhanced system. 
 
However, some ambiguity has been introduced in the language model. The 
language model is like a pool of probabilities, when new words are introduced in the 
language mode, it will increase some probabilities and reduce others. This is why some 
experiment System 1-grams 2-grams 3-grams 
 baseline 14234 32813 37771 
6 enhanced 14803 38680 48082 
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correctly recognized speech in the baseline system became incorrectly recognized in the 
enhanced system as shown in Figure 5-9. 
An original speech signal to be 
tested 
 
ةَدي  دَعِ حاَوَنِن  م ِهَيِلإ ُقُرَطَّتلاُِن كُميٌِعوُضوَم  
As recognized by the baseline 
system 
 
ةَدي  دَعِ حاَوَنِن  مِ ِهَيِلإ ُقُرَطَّتلاُِن كُميٌِعوُضوَم  
As recognized by the enhanced 
system 
ةَدي  دَعِ حاَوَنِن  مِ ِِهريِوَطت ُِن كُميٌِعوُضوَم 
No variants to be replaced 
ةَدي  دَعِ حاَوَنِن  م  ِِهريِوَطت ُِن كُميٌِعوُضوَم  
 
Figure ‎5-9 The negative effect of recalculating n-grams 
 Execution time 5.7
The recognition time is compared with the baseline. The comparison includes the 
testing set, which include 1144 speech files. The specification of the machine where we 
conduct the experiment is as follows : a desktop computer which contains a single 
processing chip of 3.2GHz and 2.0 GB of RAM.  We found that the recognition time for 
the enhanced method is larger than the recognition time of the baseline system as shown 
in Table 5-11. This means that the time complexity of the proposed method is a little 
higher than the baseline system. 
Table ‎5-11 Recognition time of the baseline and the enhanced systems 
Execution time (in minutes) for the whole testing set 
The baseline system The enhanced system 
34.14 37.06 
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  CHAPTER 6
CROSS-WORD PRONUNCIATION 
VARIATION MODELING 
 
 Introduction 6.1
This chapter presents the cross-word problem of the Arabic language. It also 
includes the main sources of this problem: Idgham (merging), Iqlaab (changing), Hamzat 
Al-Wasl deleting, and merging of two consecutive unvoweled letters. the chapter also 
presents three methods to model the cross-word problem, the methods include: 
phonological rules, tags merging, and small-word merging. The proposed methods are 
used to capture the variations occurring at words’ junctures. The proposed method is 
illustrated in Figure 6-1. In the figure, the underlined bold text (i.e. cross-word variations) 
shows the subject research areas of this chapter. Figure 6-1 also distinguishes between the 
types of variations and the modeling techniques by a dashed line. The variation types are 
above the dashed line whereas the modeling techniques are under the line. 
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Figure ‎6-1 Pronunciation variations and modeling techniques 
 Effectiveness of compound-word on performance 6.2
It has been often noticed that short words are more frequently misrecognized in 
speech recognition system. In general, errors resulting from small words are much more 
than errors resulting from long words [96]. Therefore, compounding some words (small 
or long) to produce longer words is welcome by speech recognition decoders. Figure 6-2 
shows an example. The first sentence represents the sentence to be tested, while the other 
sentence represents some of hypotheses that were considered during decoding process. 
This example shows that small words have many options, while long words are almost 
constant. Figure 6-2 shows that this relatively long words  (يهتنتِ ةينفِ ةسارد) have no 
choices as the small words (نل), as an example. In figure 6-2, the diacritics are 
intentionally removed for explanation purpose. Otherwise, so many hypotheses will be 
displayed with no differences at words level. 
 
Pronunciation Variations 
Small-words 
merging 
 
Cross-word variations Within-word variations 
Data-driven 
 
Knowledge-based 
Indirect-data  
driven 
Direct-data  
driven 
 
Knowledge-based Data-driven 
 
Words-tags 
merging 
 
Phonological 
rules 
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ِنمِرهشأِةتسِدعبِيهتنتِةينفِةساردِءارجإِلبقِمتيِنلنلآا 
ِءارجإِلبقِمتيِنليهتنتِةينفِةساردِِنمِرهشأِةتسِدعبنملأا 
ِءارجإِلبقِمتيِنليهتنتِةينفِةساردِِنمِرهشأِةتسِدعبلولأا 
ِءارجإِلبقِمتيِنليهتنتِةينفِةساردِِنمِرهشأِةتسِدعبرملأا 
ِءارجإِلبقِمتيِنليهتنتِةينفِةساردِِنمِرهشأِةتسِدعبماعلاِ
ملِِءارجإِلبقِمتييهتنتِةينفِةساردِنملأاِنمِرهشأِةتسِدعب 
نمِِءارجإِلبقِمتيهتنتِةينفِةسارديِلولأاِنمِرهشأِةتسِدعب 
لبِِءارجإِلبقِمتييهتنتِةينفِةساردِرملأاِنمِرهشأِةتسِدعب 
نلِِءارجإِلبقِمتييهتنتِةينفِةساردِلاِنمِرهشأِةتسِدعباعمِ
... 
Figure ‎6-2 The difference between small and long words during decoding 
 
The effect of compounding word was investigated by Saon and Padmanabhan in 
[96]. They  mathematically demonstrated that compound words enhance the language 
model performance, therefore, enhancing the overall recognition output. They 
demonstrated that the compound words have the effect of incorporating a trigram in 
dependency in a bigram language model, as an example. In general, the compound words 
are most likely to be correctly recognized more than separated words. Consequently, 
correct recognition of a word might lead to another correct word through the enhanced n-
grams language model. In contrast, error recognition of a word may lead to another error 
in the word sequence and so on. 
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 Cross-word modeling using phonological rules 6.3
In the acoustic model, the triphones concept has been introduced to capture the 
phonological effects in continuous speech. Therefore, instead of training a single HMM 
for each phoneme, several models are trained according to the context of the phoneme. 
That is, each model will be trained using one preceding and following phoneme context 
[118]. Hazen et al. in [119] examine the advantages and disadvantages of accounting for 
general phonological variation explicitly with phonological rules using distinct 
allophonic models versus implicitly within context-dependent models. 
However, this chapter attempts to model Arabic phonological rules at two ASR 
levels: the dictionary and the language model. In fact, we need to measure the effect of 
phonological rules using the same acoustic model for a baseline and an enhanced system. 
Figure 6-3  shows the levels where we want to add the variants.  
 
Figure ‎6-3 Cross-word adaptation levels 
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Most speech recognition systems rely on the pronunciation dictionaries that 
usually contain a few alternate pronunciations for most words. Additionally, the words’ 
pronunciations in the dictionary are phonemically transcribed as if it will be uttered in 
isolation, which, consequently, leads to the cross-word problem. In fact, the utterance of a 
word in isolation is different from the same word utterance in continuous speech. The 
cross-word problem occurs at word junctures and is represented by coarticulation of word 
boundary phonemes. Figure 6-4 shows the cross-word problem that occurs at the juncture 
between two adjacent words (w2 and w3). The merging between w2 and w3 forms a new 
phoneme sequence, which the recognizer cannot match to any single word in the 
pronunciation dictionary. Notice that the Arabic text is read from right to left. However, 
we provide this example to be read as English from left to right for simplicity. 
 
Figure ‎6-4 Cross-word problem 
Figure 6-4 also shows that the continuous speech recognition systems face a 
discrimination problem when two consequent words are merged. Consequently, if the 
merged word is not available in the dictionary, errors may be presented in the recognition 
output.  
With the successful use of context-dependent triphone to capture within-word and 
cross-word variations, the linguistic information can also be used for further enhancement 
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for both variation types (i.e., cross-word and within-word). The language phonological 
rules could predict the variation at word’s junctures. Consequently, knowing the potential 
variations may lead to having them correctly represented in the dictionary, language 
model, and/or acoustic model. Certainly, four well-known Arabic phonological rules can 
be applied: Idgham (merging), Iqlaab (changing), Hamzat Al-Wasl deleting, and merging 
of two unvoweled letters. Idgham is also called assimilation, is the merging of two 
consecutive phonemes. Iqlaab is the replacement of one phoneme into a completely 
different phoneme. Even though we studied Idgham and Iqlaab of two separated words, 
both phenomena might occur within words as discussed by Ali et al. in [78] . Hamzat Al-
Wasl is an extra Hamza that helps to start pronouncing an unvoweled letter in continuous 
speech. Hamzat Al-Wasl can be omitted to merge the adjacent words. To avoid the 
problem of meeting two unvoweled (Saakin) letters, one of them can be omitted or 
vowelled. In our method to model the cross-word problem, we used the Qur’an Tajweed 
rules as the basis of the implemented phonological rules. 
6.3.1 Sources of cross-word problem 
The pronunciation dictionary is designed to be used with a particular set of words. 
However, an ASR decoder will not always be able to find a perfect match between the 
phonemic transcription in the dictionary and the phonetic transcription of a recognizer. 
This ambiguity increases the OOV, which is undesirable. OOV is a words’ set of 
unsatisfied requests among all queries to the dictionary. In the case of unsatisfied request, 
another dictionary word with a nearest match pronunciation will be chosen, consequently 
increasing errors and reducing performance. Intuitively, to ameliorate the ASR 
performance, OOV should be reduced as much as possible. This reduction in OOV will 
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alleviate the difficulties that may rise during the decoding process. OOV problem is 
partially solved by extending the dictionary with some possible variants. This technique 
is used in modern ASRs such as Sphinx, which provide an option to add some variants 
such as: 
ةَربنِدَأ    E AE D IH M B R AA H (default) 
ةَربنَِدأ(1) E AE D IH M B R AA T 
ةَربنَِدأ(2) E AE D IH N B R AA H 
ةَربنَِدأ(3) E AE D IH N B R AA T 
 
Cross-word variation occurs between two separated words to produce a new 
compound word that, of course, is not listed in the dictionary. For example, “اَه  عف َّر  م” is a 
new merged word of “َاه  عفَرِن  م”, “ب  علاَّمَع” is a contraction of “ َِعِنب  علاَم ” and “ ِنيََبْمِم” is 
a coarticulation of “ ِنيَب نِم”. In general, merging, contraction, coarticulation, and 
compounding are alternatives. There are four main sources of cross-word pronunciation 
variations problem, Idgham, Iqlaab, Hamzat Al-Wasl deletion, and merging of two 
unvowelled letters. Idgham has three types as shown in Figure 6-5 Next chapter has more 
elaboration of these Arabic speech pronunciation variation phenomena. Figure 6-5 shows 
four reasons for cross-word merging, however, only two of them were proposed and 
implemented in this thesis: (Idgham and Iqlaab). 
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Figure ‎6-5 Cross-word variations sources 
6.3.2 Arabic cross-word variations examples  
In this section, we present some illustrative examples to show the effect of these 
variation sources. The explanation is performed with the help of the phoneme set 
described in chapter 4. The examples aim to disclose the phonemes variations at the word 
junctures. Three illustrative cases will be presented: an Idgham case (Nuun Saakina or 
Tanween), an Iqlaab case, and an Idgham case (close-in-pronunciation letters case). The 
actual speech pronunciation can be obtained using a phoneme recognizer. The phoneme 
recognizer output will then be compared with the canonical pronunciation to discover the 
resulting variations. So, a phoneme recognizer is used to produce the actual phoneme 
pronunciation, also called observation phonemes. Figure 6-6 shows that the phoneme /N/ 
( the phonemes were presented in chapter 4) is converted to phoneme /AY/. This is an 
Idgham case where two letters are merging to generate a double letter of the second type 
(i.e., /AY/). 
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Rule Name Idgham ( Nuun and Yaa) 
Rule Description 
In Arabic, an unvowelled consonant N (  ِن ) at the end of 
a word can be merged with a vowelled consonant Y (ي)ِ
at the beginning of the next word to produce a new word 
with  double consonant AY (ِّي) at the connecting words 
junctures. 
A speech signal with its 
transcription 
 
َِي  مَحيَِنأَوِك لهَتسُملا . . . 
wa’n yaHmiya almustaHlik 
canonical pronunciation 
(Dictionary) 
W AE E AE N Y AE HH M IH Y AE E L M UH S T 
AE H L IH K 
Actual pronunciation 
(Phoneme recognizer) 
W AE E AY Y AE HH M IH Y AE E L M UH S T AE 
H L IH K 
Figure ‎6-6 The effect of Idgham in Arabic speech 
 
Figure 6-7 shows that the phoneme /N/ is converted to /M/. This is an Iqlaab case 
in which one of two consequent letters is replaced while the other /B/ remains the same.  
 
Rule Name Iqlaab ( Nuun and Baa) 
Rule Description 
In Arabic, an unvowelled consonant N (  ِن ) at the 
end of a word can be merged with a vowelled 
consonant B (ب)ِat the beginning of the next word 
to produce a new unvowelled consonant M(  ِم) at 
the connecting words junctures. 
A speech signal with its 
transcription 
 
َاه نَيبِن  مِل تل  س ...ةَع باَّتلا 
min bayniha siltil altabi‘a 
Canonical pronunciation 
(Dictionary) 
M IH N B AY N IH H AE: S IH L T IH L E T AE: 
B IH AI AE H 
Actual pronunciation 
(Phoneme recognizer) 
M IH M B AY N IH H AE: S AE L S TT R IX E 
L E AE T E AE B IH AI AE: 
Figure ‎6-7 The effect of Iqlaab in Arabic speech 
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Figure 6-8 shows that the phoneme /T/ is converted to /D/. This is an Idgham case 
of two close-in-pronunciation letters. 
Rule Name 
Idgham two close in pronunciation letters 
( Taa and Dal) 
Rule Description 
In Arabic, an unvowelled consonant at the end of 
a word Taa’ (  ِت) can be merged with a close in 
pronunciation vowelled consonant Daal (  ِد) at the 
beginning of the next word to produce a double 
consonant of the second type. 
A speech signal with its 
transcription 
(A wav file) 
 
ٌِةَساَر  دِتََرهَظأُِِس لجَمَِاه َّدََعأ. . . 
aZharat dirasatun ’a‘daha majlisu 
canonical pronunciation 
(Dictionary) 
E AE DH2 H AE R AA T D IH R AA: S AE T 
UH N E AE AI AE D AE H AE: M AE JH L …  
Actual pronunciation 
(Phoneme recognizer) 
E AE DH2 UH H AE: R AA D D IH R AE SS 
AE TT UH E N E AE AI D AE: H AE: M B … 
Figure ‎6-8 Idgham of two close in pronunciation case 
 
Therefore, the one-to-one mapping that is usually used between the corpus 
transcription words and the dictionary entries cannot resolve the cross-word cases. As 
such, a technique for handling continuous speech cross-word merging is needed to 
achieve better performance. In the next section, we introduce the Arabic phonological 
rules that were considered to model the cross-word phenomenon for Arabic speech. 
6.3.3 Arabic Phonological Rules 
Arabic is a morphologically rich language in which many utterance changes can 
be captured by MSA phonological rules. The MSA phonological rules explained in this 
thesis include Idgham and Iqlaab. 
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In order to generate a compound word of two consecutive words, two letters are 
required: the final letter of the first word, and the initial letter of the second word. 
Modeling cross-word problem starts with the corpus transcription by searching for all 
cases that satisfy the modeled phonological rules. In Figure 6-9, when words w3 and w4 
satisfy the constraint of a particular phonological rule, such as Idgham or Iqlaab, the two 
words are merged.  
 
Figure ‎6-9 Generating a compound word 
The following subsections describe the MSA phonological rules that produce the 
cross-word problem. 
6.3.4 Idgham 
Idgham is a merging of two consecutive letters (could be in one word or in two 
separated words) to produce a single geminated letter. Idgham has three different forms: 
Idgham of Nuun Saakina and Tanween, Idgham of two consecutive identical letters, and 
Idgham of two letters close in pronunciation. 
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6.3.4.1 Idgham of Nuun Saakina and Tanween: 
It is a merging between unvowelled nuun (Nuun Saakinah:   ن) or Tanween (    ـ ،    ـ  
،   ـ)  and one of the following consonents (ن ،و ،ل ،م ،ر ،ي ). Table 6-1 shows examples of 
unvowelled nuun followed by the letters of Idgham { ،ر ،ي ن ،و ،ل ،م }. For each case in 
Table 6-1, the first sentence is the original sentence as it is in the corpus transcription, 
while the second one is the sentence after merging process. Table 6-2 provides examples 
only for Nuun Saakina. Tanween (    ـ ،    ـ  ،   ـ)  is similar.  
 
6.3.4.2 Idgham of two consecutive identical letters ( Idgham almutmathlan <> ِماغدإ
لثامتملاين ): 
It is  a merging between two consecutive identical letters shown in the following 
list { ب , ت , ث , ج , ح , خ , د , ذ , ر , ز , س , ش , ص , ض , ط , ظ , ع , غ , ف , ق , ك , ل , ن }. 
The rule means that any unvowelled Arabic letter followed by the same Arabic vowelled 
letter will be doubled in a single merged word. Note that {   ا ,  و ,   ي } are not  included in 
the list. (i.e. this rule is not applicable for these Arabic letters). Table 6-2 shows merging 
cases of consecutive identical letters. 
 
6.3.4.3 Idgham of two close in pronunciation letters (Idgham almutajanisan <> ِماغدإ
سناجتملاين ) 
It is a merging between two consecutive different letters that are close in 
pronunciation. Among of these letters, we applied the following :{ taa’/  ِت and daal / د , 
taa’ /  ِت and Taa’ /ط , daal /  ِْ  ِد  and taa’ /ت , dhaal /ِ  ْ  ِِِذ  and Zaa /ظ ,  qaaf /  ِق and kaaf 
/ك , thaa’ / ِ ِث  and dhaal / ِذ , laam / ِل  and raa’ / ر }.   Table 6-3 shows these rules with 
examples. 
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Table ‎6-1 Idgham cases of Nuun Saakina 
The final letter Of the first 
word (unvowelled) 
Boundary 
The initial letter Of the 
second word (Vowelled) 
 ِن / nuun space ي / yaa’ 
ِن  مََِرثَكأَِِفي  َضتسَيِ  َنأِعَّقَوَتُملاِن  مَو 
wamina almutawaq‘ an yastaDiifa ’kthar min  
ِن  مََِرثَكأَِِفي  َضتسََّيأِعَّقَوَتُملاِن  مَو 
wamina almutawaq‘ ayyastaDiifa ’kthar min  
 ِن / nuun space  ِر / raa’ 
ِ  د  حاَوِ رهَشَِدعَبَاه  عفَرِ  ن  مِرظَحل ل 
lilhazr iha‘min rafb‘d shahrin waHidin  
رظَحل لَِاه  عف َّر  مِ  د  حاَوِ رهَشَِدعَب 
lilhazr iha‘rafmirb‘d shahrin waHidin  
 ِن / nuun space م /miim 
ِ  داَعَتب  لااِىَلَعَِاهُر بُجت ِب  علاَمِ  نَعِس نِّتلا 
altanis bi‘ilaa‘an mtujbiruha ‘ala al’bti‘adi  
س نِّتلاِ ِب  علاَّمَعِ  داَعَتب  لااِىَلَعَِاهُر بُجت 
altanis la‘ibia‘ammtujbiruha ‘ala al’bti‘adi  
 ِن / nuun space ل / laam 
ةَّي نَدَبلاِ ِه َتقَاَيلِ  ن  مِاًضعَبَُِهتَداَع تس اِاًد ِّكَؤُم 
mu’kidan ’sti ‘adatahu b‘dan min layaqatihi ’lbadaniya 
ةَّي نَدَبلاِ ِه َتقَايَّل  مِاًضعَبَُِهتَداَع تس اِاًد ِّكَؤُم 
mu’kidan ’sti ‘adatahu b‘dan milayaqatihi ’lbadaniya 
 ِن / nuun space و / waaw 
ِ صخَشَِنُويل  مَِني ت  سَوِد  حاَوِ  ن  مََِرثَكأ 
akthara min waHid wasitiin milyon shakhS 
 ِصخَشَِنُويل  مَِني ت  سَوِ  ِد  حا َّو  مََِرثَكأ 
akthara miwwaHid wasitiin milyon shakhS 
 ِن / nuun space ن / nuun 
بَعلَملاِ ضَرأِ  ِلوُُزنِ  ن  مِري هاَمَجلاَِعنَم 
man ‘a aljamahiir min nuzwl ’rd  almal‘ab 
بَعلَملاِ ضَرأِ  ِلوُزُّن  مِري هاَمَجلاَِعنَم 
man ‘a aljamahiir minnuzwl ’rd  almal‘ab 
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Table ‎6-2 Idgham of two consecutive identical letters 
The final letter Of the first word 
(Unvowelled) 
Boundary 
 
The initial letter Of the 
second word (Vowelled) 
 ِس / Siin space س / Siin 
ةَّي  طفِّنلاِ ةَورَّثلاَِىلَعُِِف رُشيَسِ  س لجَملاِاَذَهِ َّن إ 
’na hadha ’lmajlis sayushrifu ‘ala ’ltharwati ’lnifTiya 
ةَّي  طفِّنلاِ ةَورَّثلاَِىلَعُِِف رُشيَّس لجَملاِاَذَهِ َّن إ 
’na hadha ’lmajlissayushrifu ‘ala ’ltharwati ’lnifTiya 
 ِع / ‘ayn space ع / ‘ayn 
 ِءَان بل لِ  ن كاََمأِ رُّفَوَتِ  ِمَدَعِ  عَمًِة َّصاَخ 
khaSatan ma‘ ‘adam tawafur ’makin lilbna’  
 ِءَان بل لِ  ن كاََمأِ رُّفَوَتِ  ِمَد َّعَمًِة َّصاَخ 
khaSatan ma‘‘adam tawafur ’makin lilbna’  
 ِل / laam space ل / laam 
ي دوُعسَملاِي فُطلِ  لي  م َّزل لِي لاَّتلاِ ري رقَّتلا 
’ltaqriir ’ltaly lilzamyl lutfy almas‘wdy 
ي دوُعسَملاِي فطُّلي  م َّزل لِي لاَّتلاِ ري رقَّتلا 
’ltaqriir ’ltaly lilzamyllutfy almas‘wdy 
 ِت / taa’ space ت / taa’ 
ِ ةَكَلمَملاِ ةَك رَشِ  ذاَوح تس اُِِةَف لكَتِ  تَغََلبَو 
wabalaghat taklifatu ’stihwadhi sharikati ’lmamlakati  
ِ ةَكَلمَملاِ ةَك رَشِ  ذاَوح تس اُِِةَف لكَّتَغََلبَو 
wabalaghattaklifatu ’stihwadhi sharikati ’lmamlakati  
 ِف / Faa’ space ف / Faa’ 
ِِّي كي رمَلأاِ  داَص تق  لااِي فِ  ف ئَاظَول لِعَّقَوَتُملا 
’lmutawaqa ‘ lilwaZa’f fy ’l’iqtiSadi ’l’mryky 
ِِّي كي رمَلأاِ  داَص تق  لااِيِّف ئَاظَول لِعَّقَوَتُملا 
’lmutawaqa ‘ lilwaZa’ffy ’l’iqtiSadi ’l’mryky 
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Table ‎6-3 Idgham of two close in pronunciation letters 
Rule 
Initial letter Of first 
word (Unvowelled) 
Final letter Of second 
word (Vowelled) 
Connecting letter 
(Double) 
1 taa’/  ِت daal / د daal / ِّد 
 ٌِْ ٌةَساَر  دِ  تَفَشَكِاَينَاطي ر بِ ََّنأِةَثي  دَح 
Hadythatun ’na brytanya kashafat dirasatunِ
ٌِْ ٌةَساَر ِّدَفَشَكِاَينَاطي ر بِ ََّنأِةَثي  دَح 
Hadythatun ’na brytanya kashafaddirasatun 
2 taa’ /  ِت Taa’ /ط Taa / ِّط 
 ِ  ناََرَيطُِةَك رَشُِم َزتعَتَِبََلطِ  تاَراَم  لإا 
t‘tazim sharikatu Tayaran ’l’marat Talabِ
ِ  ناََرَيطُِةَك رَشُِم َزتعَتَِبَلَّطاَراَم  لإا 
’l’maraTalabt‘tazim sharikatu Tayaran  
3 daal /  ِْ  ِد  taa’ /ت taa’ / ِِّت  
 َِاهَّن إَِاهوُد َقتنُمُِلُوَقيُِج ِّجَُؤتِ  دَقِمُخَضَّتلا 
’ltaDakhum qad tu’jijuyaqwlu muntaqidwha ’naha ِ
َِاهَّن إَِاهوُد َقتنُمُِلُوَقيُِج ِّجَؤَُّتقِمُخَضَّتلا 
’ltaDakhum qattu’jijuyaqwlu muntaqidwha ’naha  
4 dhaal /ِ  ْ  ِِِذ  Zaa /ظ Zaa / ِّظ 
 ِ  ُمهََّنأِ  وَلَواوُمََلظِ  ذ إِ ُِمهَُسف َنأ 
’nfusahm ’Z Zalamwwalaw ’nahum  
ِ  ُمهََّنأِ  وَلَواوُمَلَّظ إِ ُِمهَُسف َنأ 
’nfusahm ’ZZalamwwalaw ’nahum  
5 qaaf /  ِق kaaf /ك kaaf /ِّك 
 ِ َّي رص ملاِتلااَصِّت  لااُِري زَوََِنلَعألاَمَكِ  ق رَاطِ 
 Tariq kamal’ ‘lana wazyru ’l’tiSalat ’lmaSry ِ
ِ َّي رص ملاِتلااَصِّت  لااُِري زَوََِنلَعألاَم َّك رَاطِ ِحَرطِنَع 
 Tarikkamal’ ‘lana wazyru ’l’tiSalat ’lmaSry  
6 thaa’ / ِ ِث  dhaal / ِذ  dhaal / ِّْ  ِذ  
 ُِه  كُر َتتِ  َوأَِك ل َّذِ  ثَه َليِ ِم  وَق لاَُِلثَم 
mathalu ’lqawm yalhath dhalk’w tatrukhu ِ
ُِه  كُر َتتِ  َوأَِك ل َّذَه َليِ ِم  وَق لاَُِلثَم 
mathalu ’lqawm yalhatdhdhalk’w tatrukhu  
7 laam / ِِل  raa’ / ر raa’ / ر 
 ِري رَقتلاي  ماَرِ  لي  م َّزل لِمي هاَرب إ 
’brahym llzamyl ramy’ltaqryr  
ِري رَقتلاي  ما َّري  م َّزل لِمي هاَرب إ 
brahym’ llzamyrramy’ltaqryr  
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6.3.5 Iqlaab 
Iqlaab is a replacement of Nuun Saakinah (  ن) or Tanween that comes before 
voweled Baa (ب) by Meem Saakinah (  م). The following are examples of Iqlaab.  Note 
that instead of geminating the connecting letter, it is unvoweled (  م). Figure 6-10 shows 
some examples. 
ِ ِّي  مَلاَعلاِ  داَزَملاِي فِ  كاَر تش  لا ل ِنَيبِ  ن  مِ ِةَعبَس 
sab‘ati min baynilil’shtiraki fy ’lmazadi ’l‘alamyi  
ِ ِّي  مَلاَعلاِ  داَزَملاِي فِ  كاَر تش  لا ل ِنيبْمِمِِ ةَعبَس 
tisab‘a mimbaynilil’shtiraki fy ’lmazadi ’l‘alamyi ِ
ِةي ناَّثلاِ ةَلوَجلا ِةَلُوُطبِ  ن  مِِمَلاَعلا 
’l‘alam min buTwlati’ljawlati ’lthaniya  
ِةي ناَّثلاِ ةَلوَجلا ِةَلُوط ُِ َبْمِمِِمَلاَعلا 
’l‘alam mimbuTwlati’ljawlati ’lthaniya  
ِ  داَعَتب  لااِىَلَعَِاهُر بُجت ِب  علاَمِ  نَعِس نِّتلا 
altanis bi‘i‘an malatujbiruha ‘ala al’bti‘adi  
ِ  داَعَتب  لااِىَلَعَِاهُر بُجت ِب  علاَّمَعِس نِّتلا 
altanis ‘ammala‘ibitujbiruha ‘ala al’bti‘adi  
مُك بًِلاَهأِةَّي  داَصِّتق  لااِةَرشَّنلاَِىل إ 
qtiSadiya’l’lnashrat ’la ’ hlan bikum’ 
مُك ِ َبْملاَهأَِِّنلاَِىل إةَّي  داَصِّتق  لااِةَرش 
qtiSadiya’l’lnashrat ’la ’ hlambikum’ 
Figure ‎6-10 Iqlaab examples 
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6.3.6 Proposed method 
In this section, we present our proposed method to model cross-word problem. 
The method is based on knowledge-based approach, certainly, two well-known MSA 
phonological rules are applied, merging (Idgham) and changing (Iqlaab). The used 
phonological rules were obtained from a Tajweed book written by Abdullah Heloz 
(2008). The modeling process includes two ASR level, the dictionary and the language 
mode. Therefore, the dictionary and the language model are both expanded according to 
the cross-word cases found in the corpus transcription. The following are the steps 
required in our method, the steps from 1 to 6 are offline steps ( i.e. conducting one time 
before recognition process), while step 7 is online step, which has to be run whenever a 
test file is in recognition process. 
Step 1:  Extracting the cross-word starts from the corpus transcription. Figure 6-11 shows 
a part of the baseline corpus transcription. In Figure 6-11, we chose small sentences for 
illustration purpose.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure ‎6-11 A sample of the transcription corpus used 
Step 2:  Specify the phonological rules to be applied.. In this thesis, we are interested in 
Idgham and Iqlaab. 
. . . 
نَأ َدعَب ةَّيِبوُرُولأا ةَِكرَّشلا تَنَلعَأ  
ليِدَب ٍزَاغ ِبيِباَنَأ َِّطخ يِف اَرِّكَفُي نَأ ىََلع اَمُهُُّثحَتَو 
ةَعِيبَملا ِتاََدحَولا ِدَدع َةَداَِيز تَدَِهش يِتَّلا 
 ماَعلا ِسِلجَملا ِءَاضعأ ِدََدع ِّيِلاَمجِإ ِلُوصُو َنع ُنلاعِلإا َّمَت اَمَك
كوُنُبلِل 
ةَعُمجلا موَي تَدََّدج دَق ناَباَيلا تَناَكَو 
بيِباََنلأا ََّطخ اََعطَق ِنيَذَّللا ِنيَرِيجفَّتلا ِنم ٍعوُبسُأ َدعَب َكِلَذَو 
رَاطَملا ِةَراَدِإ يأَر عَم اًقِبَاطَتُم ِتأَي مَل َنِيراَيَّطلا ِةَباَقَن ُيأَر 
. . . 
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Step 3: Using an appropriate programming language, a tool is developed to extract the 
compound rules from the baseline corpus transcription. In thesis, we use C as a 
programming language to apply our methods. 
Step 4: After extracting the compound words using the developed C program, the  
compound words are then added to the corpus transcription within their sentences. Figure 
6-12 shows some sentences which include compound words. Note that the original 
sentences (i.e., without merging) remain in the enhanced corpus transcription. In fact, we 
need our method to maintain both cases, merged and separated words. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure ‎6-12 A sample of the enhanced corpus transcription 
Step 5: We use the enhanced corpus transcription generated in Step 4 to build the 
enhanced dictionary. Figure 6-13 shows some entries of the enhanced dictionary.  The 
figure shows some cross-word entries, even though it contains all words of  the enhanced 
corpus transcription (i.e., merged and non-merged words). 
Partial Pronunciation Dictionary 
. . . 
َاه  عف َّر  م M IH R AA F AI IH H AE:  
 ِب  علاَّمَع AI AE M AE L AI IH B IH 
 ِني َْ َب  م  م M IH M B AE AY N IH 
. . . 
Figure ‎6-13 A sample of the dictionary entries 
. . . 
 ْتََفشَك اَينَاطِيرِب َّنَأ ةَثيَِدح ٌٌََةساَرِد  
اَينَاطِيرِب َّنَأ ةَثيَِدح  ٌٌََةساَرِّدََفشَك 
 ْتاَراَمِلإا ِناَرََيط ُةَِكَرش ُِمزَتعَت  َبََلط  
 َبَلَّطاَراَمِلإا ِناَرََيط ُةَِكَرش ُِمزَتعَت 
 ِْقرَاط َِّيرِصملا تلاَاصِِّتلاا ُرِيزَو َنَلعَأ  ِحَرط َنع لاَمَك  
 ِحَرط َنع لاَمَِّكرَاط َِّيرِصملا تلاَاصِِّتلاا ُرِيزَو َنَلعَأ 
. . . 
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Step 6: Build the language model according to the enhanced corpus transcription.  This 
means that the compound words in the enhanced corpus transcription will be involved in 
the unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams of the language model. 
Step 7: During recognition process, the recognition result is scanned for decomposing 
compound words to their original state (two separated words). This process is done using 
a lookup table such as: 
َاه  عف َّر  م (mirraf‘iha)  َاه  عفَرِ  ن  م (min raf‘iha) 
 ِب  علاَّمَع (‘ammala‘ib)  ِ ب  علاَمَِ  نَع (‘an mala‘ib) 
 ِني َْ َب  م  م (mimbayn)   ِني َْ َبِ  ن  م (min bayn) 
 
It is worth noting that each transformation case is represented in a separate 
sentence. For example, the following sentence: 
ِِّي فَّظَوُمِ عب ُّر لِ  د  حاَوِ رهَشَِب تاَرِ  ْ  ماََّيأَِللا  خُِف رَصتَس 
satasrifu khilala ’yamin ratiba shahrin waHidin lirub‘i muwaZafyi 
 
has been modeled using four separated sentences (the original one plus three 
transformation cases), as shown below. 
1) ِِّي فَّظَوُمِ عب ُّر لِ  د  حاَوِ رهَشَِب تاَرِ  ماََّيأَِللا  خُِف رَصتَس 
satasrifu khilala ’yamin ratiba shahrin waHidin lirub‘i muwaZafyi      
2) َِللا  خُِف رَصتَس َِبتا َّرماََّيأِِِّي فَّظَوُمِ عب ُّر لِ  د  حاَوِ رهَش 
         shahrin waHidin lirub‘i muwaZafyi  ’yamratibasatasrifu khilala  
3) ِ رهَشَِب تاَرِ  ماََّيأَِللا  خُِف رَصتَس ِعب ُّرِّلدِحاَوِِِّي ف
َّظَوُم 
         muwaZafyi  waHidlirub‘isatasrifu khilala ’yamin ratiba shahrin  
4) َِب تاَرِ  ماََّيأَِللا  خُِف رَصتَس َّورهَش  دِحاِِِّي فَّظَوُمِ عب ُّر ل 
         lirub‘i muwaZafyi  shahrwaHidinsatasrifu khilala ’yamin ratiba   
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the steps for modeling cross-word phenomenon can be described in the algorithm 
shown in Figure 6-14. 
 
=============== Offline Stage ================= 
For all sentences in the transcription file 
          For each two adjacent words of each sentence 
                    If the adjacent words satisfy a phonological rule  
                               Generate the compound word                          
                              Represent the compound word in the transcription   
                  End if 
       End for 
End for 
Based on the new transcription, build the enhanced dictionary  
Based on the new transcription, build the enhanced language model  
=============== Online Stage ================= 
Switching the variants back to its original separated words 
  
Figure ‎6-14 Cross-word modeling using phonological rules 
6.3.7 Testing and evaluation 
This section presents the results achieved by modeling cross-word pronunciation 
variation problem of MSA. We investigated two MSA phonological rules (Idgham and 
Iqlaab) which significantly enhanced the recognition accuracy. Three ASR’s metrics 
were measured: word error rate (WER), out of vocabulary (OOV), and perplexity (PP). 
The metrics (WER, OOV, and perplexity) explained in the previous section were 
measured. The enhanced system achieved a WER of 9.91% on the testing set. The WER 
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significant decreased by 2.3% compared to the WER of the baseline system which was 
12.21%, as summarized in Table 6-4.  
Table ‎6-4 Performance improvement using phonological rules 
System WER % 
baseline 12.21 
enhanced 9.91 
enhancement                      2.30 
 
 The OOV was also measured for both systems. It was found that the baseline 
system has an OOV equal to 3.53%. The OOV was then reduced to 2.89% in the 
enhanced system. The OOV of both the systems (baseline and enhanced) was  measured 
by dividing none testing set words over the total words in the testing  set as follows: 
    (               )  
                     
                             
     
    (               )  
   
    
           
    (                )  
   
    
           
     Clearly, the enhanced system is better. 
 
 Regarding perplexity, it was measured for both systems (baseline and enhanced) 
and found to be 34.08 and 4.00, respectively. The measurement was performed on the 
testing set, which contains 9,288 words. Therefore, the enhanced system is clearly better 
as the lower perplexity is better. The reason why both perplexities are low is that the 
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specific domains of our corpus are limited to the economics and sports news. For more 
information about our corpus, please refer chapter 4. 
 The three metrics used to measure the performance clearly show that our method 
achieved a certain enhancement. To check whether this enhancement is statically 
significant, we used the performance detection method suggested by Plötz in [97]. Since 
the enhanced method achieved  a WER of  (9.91%) which is out of the confidence 
interval [11.53,12.89] ( see chapter 4, the baseline system), it is concluded that the 
achieved enhancement is statistically significant. 
Appendix 5 shows some statistical information collected during the testing stages. 
It shows that the total cases of Idgham are 1,818 and the total cases of Iqlaab are 200. The 
Idgham of Nuun Saakina and Tanween is the highest to occur among all Idgham forms. 
This shows that Idgham occurred more than Iqlaab in MSA. Appendix 5 also shows that 
Lam (ل) followed by Lam (ل) is the highest frequency to occur in Idgham of identical 
latter. It has showed up 49 times in the corpus transcription. Other statistical information 
collected during testing stage is available in Appendix 5. 
6.3.8 Execution time 
The recognition time is compared with the baseline. The comparison includes the 
testing set, which include 1144 speech files. The specification of the machine where we 
conduct the experiment is as follows: a desktop computer which contains a single processing 
chip of 3.2GHz and 2.0 GB of RAM. 
 We found that the recognition time for the enhanced method is less than the 
recognition time of the baseline system as shown in Table 6-5. This means that the 
proposed method is better than baseline system in term of time complexity. From decoder 
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point of view, it is much better to use one compound word instead of using two separated 
words. therefore, discarding half of the overhead needed when using one long word. 
 
Table ‎6-5 Execution time comparison of the enhanced and the baseline systems 
Execution time (in minutes) for the entire testing set 
The baseline system The enhanced system 
34.14 33.49 
 
Even though 2,018 compound words have been found in the corpus, only 1,639 
compound words have been actually added to the dictionary after excluding the 
repetition. Figure 6-15 to 6-17 provide samples of the recognition results of the baseline 
and the enhanced systems. The samples show how the added compound words help to 
improve the performance.  
 
Original speech to be 
tested 
رظَحل لَِاه  عفَرِ  ن  مِ  د  حاَوِ رهَشَِدعَب 
b‘d shahrin wahidin min raf‘iha lilhazr 
As recognized by the 
baseline system 
رظَحل لَِاه  عفَرِ  د  حاَوِ رهَشَِدعَب 
b‘d shahrin wahidin raf‘iha lilhazr 
As recognized by the 
enhanced system 
رظَحل لَِاه  عف َّر  مِ  د  حاَوِ رهَشَِدعَب 
b‘d shahrin wahidin mirraf‘iha lilhazrِ
Final output after 
decomposing the merging 
رظَحل لَِاه  عفَرِ  ن  مِ  د  حاَوِ رهَشَِدعَب 
b‘d shahrin wahidin min raf‘iha lilhazr 
 
Figure ‎6-15 Idgham case: unvowelled nuun (nuun Saakinah)  followed by raa’ 
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Original speech to be 
tested 
 
ِِِ ب  علاَمِ  نَعِ  داَعَتب  لااِىَلَعَِاهُر بُجت 
tujbiruha ‘ala al’bti‘adi ‘an mula‘ib  
As recognized by the 
baseline system 
ِ  ب  عَّلالاِ  نَعِداَع تب  لااَِاهُر بُجت 
tujbiruha al’bti‘adi ‘an ’lla‘ib 
As recognized by the 
enhanced system 
ِ ب  علاَّمَعِداَع تب  لااِنَعَِاهُر بُجت 
tujbiruha ‘an al’bti‘adi ‘ammula‘ibi  
Final output after 
decomposing the merging 
ِ ب  علاَمِ  نَعِداَع تب  لااِنَعَِاهُر بُجت 
tujbiruha ‘an al’bti‘adi ‘an mula‘ibi  
        Figure ‎6-16  Idgham case: unvowelled nuun (nuun Saakinah)  followed by miim 
 
Original speech to be 
tested 
 
 ِْ  نَيبِ  ن  مِ ِّي  مَلاَعلاِ  داَزَملاِي فِ  كاَر تش  لا ل 
lil’shtiraki fy ’lmazadi ’l‘alamyi min bayn 
As recognized by the 
baseline system 
ِ  نَيبِ ِّي  مَلاَعلاِ  داَزَملاِي فِ  كاَر تش  لا ل 
lil’shtiraki fy ’lmazadi ’l‘alamyi bayn 
 
As recognized by the 
enhanced system 
ِ  نَيب  م  مِ ِّي  مَلاَعلاِ  داَزَملاِي فِ  كاَر تش  لا ل 
lil’shtiraki fy ’lmazadi ’l‘alamyi mimbayni 
Output after decomposing 
the merging 
ِ  نَيبِ  ن  مِ ِّي  مَلاَعلاِ  داَزَملاِي فِ  كاَر تش  لا ل 
lil’shtiraki fy ’lmazadi ’l‘alamy min bayni 
 
          Figure ‎6-17 Iqlaab case: unvowelled nuun (nuun Saakinah)  followed by baa’ 
 
During recognition, 117 compound words were provided by the enhanced 
dictionary. After recognition process, these compound words were switched back to its 
separated form. However, this does not mean that they were misrecognized in the 
baseline system. Many of them were correctly recognized in the baseline system as 
separated words.  
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For more clarification, we carefully analyzed the recognizer outputs. We  
measured the percentage of recognition in both systems among all tested files. Table 6-6 
shows that the proposed method leads to improvement in some speech files and, 
however, to decrease in performance in others. Figure 6-18 demonstrates the information 
provided in Table 6-6 in Pie chart.  
Table ‎6-6 A comparison between the baseline and the enhanced systems 
Among the 1144 speech files Recognized files  in (baseline, enhanced) 
1047 speech files 
( 91.5% ) 
 
Both systems (the baseline and the 
enhanced) agreed upon recognition of these 
files, either correctly or incorrectly (We ignored 
light diacritic differences). 
23 speech files 
( 2.01% ) 
Recognized correctly in the baseline 
system but are not in the enhanced system. 
74 speech files 
( 6.46% ) 
Recognized correctly in the enhanced 
system but are not in the baseline system. 
 
 
Figure ‎6-18 A comparison between the baseline and the enhanced systems 
Same results 
in both 
systems 
(baseline and 
enhanced) 
91.5% 
Correct 
results in the 
baseline 
System 2% 
Correct 
results in the 
enhanced 
System 6.5% 
Among the 1144 speech files 
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We mentioned in Table 6-6 that some correctly recognized words in the baseline  
were misrecognized in the enhanced system. The following are two illustrative examples 
listed in the following order: original speech to be tested, baseline system recognition 
results, and enhanced system recognition results, respectively. 
 َق  كَرت يَسَفلاَملا ِقو  س ِةَئيَِهل صيِصخَّتلا  راَر 
fasayutraku qararu altakhsiisi lihy’ti swq ’lmal 
لاَملا ِقو  س ِةَئيَِهل صيِصخَّتلا  راَرَق  كَرت يَسَف 
fasayutraku qararu altakhsiisi lihy’ti swq ’lmal 
 صيِصخَتلا  راَرَق  كَرت يَسَفيِف لاَملا ِقو  س ِةَئيَِهل 
fasayutraku qararu altakhsiisi lihy’ti swq ’lmal 
*  *  *  *  *  * 
ة َّيِك َّذلا ِتاَقاَِطبِلل ةَرِدص م َوأ ةَِّيلآ  تاَفا َّرَص اَهيَدَل ِيتَّلا  
’laty ladyha Sarafatun ’liya ’w muSadira lilbitaqati aldhakiya 
 ةَّيِك َّذلا ِتاَقاَِطبِلل ةَرِدص م َوأ ةَِّيلآ  تاَفا َّرَص اَهيَدَل ِيتَّلا 
’laty ladyha Sarafatun ’liya ’w muSadira lilbitaqati aldhakiya 
 َوأ ةَِّيلآ  تاَفا َّرَص اَهيَدَل ِيتَّلاني ِّدلا ةَّيِك َّذلا ِتاَقاَطِبِلل ةَرِدص م 
’laty ladyha Sarafatun ’liya ’w ’ldayn muSadira lilbitaqati aldhakiya 
 
We noticed that most of the errors that occur in the enhanced system (i.e., they are 
correct in the baseline) have no relation with compound words. None of them made 
cross-word transformation process. We believe that the source of these errors is the 
language model as it is recalculated according to the enhanced corpus transcription. 
Recalculation of the language model probabilities according to the new transcription 
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presented a major change in the n-gram probabilities. Table 6-7 shows the total count of 
1-grams, 2-grams, and 3-grams of the language model for both the baseline system and 
the enhanced system. So, the new language model might be biased to some word 
sequences on the account of others. 
Table ‎6-7 N-grams of both systems (baseline and enhanced) 
System 1-grams 2-grams 3-grams 
baseline 14234 32813 37771 
enhanced 15873 37852 45858 
 
According to the data provided in Table 6-7, we found that n-grams have been 
increased according to the compound words. This increase in the total of n-grams will 
provide an opportunity for enhancement. Saon and Padmanabhan in [96]  showed 
mathematically that compound words will enhance the performance. They demonstrated 
that the compound word has the effect of incorporating a  trigram in dependency in a 
bigram language model, as an example. Generally,  compound words are most likely to 
be correctly recognized more than separated  words. Consequently, correct recognition of 
a word might lead to another correct  word through the enhanced n-gram language model. 
In contrast, misrecognition of a word may lead to another error in the word sequence and 
so on.  
Table 6-8 gives an example of the robustness we described above which leads to 
indirect enhancement. It shows the enhancement of a sentence that has no transformation 
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process, i.e., the enhancement is there while there is no cross-word phenomenon in the 
sentence to be tested.  
 
Table ‎6-8 Samples of indirect improvements by the language model 
Original 
speech to be 
tested 
دن هلاَِىل إِ ِّي ناَري  لإاِ زاَغلاِن  م 
min ’lghaz  ’l ’iirany ’la ’lhind 
ةَّي بوُرُولأاِ  لَو ُّدلاِن  مِ  دَدَعِنَعَِني لِّثَمُمَو 
wamumathiliina ‘an ‘adadin min ’lduwal ’l’wrwbiya 
رََقبلاِ  نُونُجِ ضَرَم ب 
bimaraD junwn ’lbaqar 
As recognized 
by the baseline 
system 
ةَبلَحلاَِىل إِ ِّي ناَري  لإاِ زاَغلاِن  م 
min ’lghaz  ’l ’iirany ’la ’lHalaba 
ةَّي بوُرُولأاِ  لَو ُّدلاِ َّن إِنَعِِني لِّثَمُمَو 
wamumathiliina ‘an ’na ’lduwal ’l’wrwbiya 
 ِدُعاَقَّتلاِ  نُونُجِ ضَرَم بِي ف 
fy bimaraD junwn ’ltaqa ‘ud 
As recognized 
by the 
enhanced 
system 
دن هلاَِىل إِ ِّي ناَري  لإاِ زاَغلاِن  م 
mn alghaz  alayrany ala alhnd 
ُولأاِ  لَو ُّدلاِن  مِ  دَدَعِنَعَِني لِّثَمُمَوةَّي بوُر  
wamumathiliina ‘an ‘adadin min ’lduwal ’l’wrwbiya 
رَقَبلاِ  نُونُجِ ضَرَم بِي ف 
 fy bimaraD junwn ’lbaqar 
 
 We can conclude that the new language model, generated by the expanded 
transcription, introduces both improvement and ambiguity. This is why 2.01% among 
testing files were misrecognized in the enhanced system. 
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Although our method enhanced the overall performance of the speech recognizer, 
however, we have observed a few cases in which the application of the method created 
misrecognition cases, which were properly recognized before. The performance 
enhancement together with the introduction of new errors is related to the language 
model’s n-grams recalculation. It is clear that the more cross word cases we append to the 
language model, the more cross-word errors we remove from the error set, though not in 
a linear proportion. In the meantime, the modification in the language model may 
negatively change the n-gram probabilities of some words, leading to new recognition 
errors. This phenomenon may raise a question for further research about possible 
optimality of the modified language model, a language model that makes the best 
compromise between removing the cross-word errors, and generation of other errors 
The great impact on the perplexity could be understood in two ways: first, the 
robustness that occurred in the language model increases the probability of the testing set 
W = w1, w2,. . .,wN, therefore reducing the perplexity according to: 
PP(W) = 
)w,…w2,P(w1,
1
N
N  
 The perplexity formula explained in chapter 4. 
According to the formula, it is clear that increasing P will reduce the PP. Second, 
the 1,639 compound words added to the transcription as new words have an extremely 
low perplexity. For example, consider the two words (نم) and (دعب).  These two words 
have an average certain perplexity. When the compound word (دعبمم) is represented in the 
language model, it will share others with its low perplexity, so reducing the overall 
perplexities.  Finally, our method was implemented as a preprocess step to extend the 
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span of the dictionary and the language model. The training stage has not evolved, i.e., 
the acoustic models of all training utterances have not been changed during the 
experiment. 
 Cross-word modeling using Part of Speech Tagging 6.4
One major source of suboptimal performance in automatic continuous speech 
recognition systems is misrecognition of small words. In general, errors resulting from 
small words are much more than errors resulting from long words. Therefore, 
compounding some words (small or long) to produce longer words is welcome by speech 
recognition decoders. 
Therefore, we expect that if we compound some words as one word, better 
performance could be achieved. We consider two pronunciation cases: nouns followed by 
an adjective, and prepositions followed by any word. Our proposed method is not 
restricted to small words, but any word length satisfying the aforementioned two word 
sequences: <noun, adjective> and<preposition, any word>. 
Figure 6-19 shows the merging that occurs between two words: a noun (ةَسَفاَن  م) 
and an adjective (ةَديِدَش). The first row shows the waveform of an Arabic sentence with its 
text form. The dashed line in the waveform indicates the boundary of these two words. In 
the second row, we enlarged the waveform of these two words for more elaboration, to 
show the connection spot between these two words. It is clear that the connection spot is 
not silence. In fact, we checked many Arabic speech waveforms and found that nouns 
followed by adjectives are usually pronounced together as one compound word. 
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A waveform with its text 
form for a sentence 
 
 
ةَدي  دَشًِةَسَفَانُمَِوِاًشاَع تن اَِاهي فِ تلااَصِّت  لااُِةَكَرَحُِدَهشَت 
 
A noun followed by an 
adjective waveform 
 
 
َِسَفَانُمَوَِشًِةةَدي  دِ
 
The boundary spot 
waveform 
 
No silence in the boundary between the 
noun and the adjective. 
Figure ‎6-19 A connection spot between a noun and an adjective 
 
6.4.1 Proposed method 
Our proposed method is based on the Arabic tags that are generated by the 
Stanford Arabic tagger, which consists of 29 tags as shown in Table 6-9.Since the scope 
of our work is focused on adjectives, nouns, and prepositions, only the first 13 tags listed 
in Table 6-9 were examined. In Table 6-9, DT is a shorthand for the determiner article ( لا 
فيرعتلا) that corresponds to "the" in English. 
Table 6-9 also shows that nouns and adjectives have many forms, all of which 
were considered in our method. In this thesis, we will use the Noun-Adjective as 
shorthand for a compound word generated by merging a noun and an adjective. We also 
use preposition-word as shorthand for a compound word generated by merging a 
preposition with a subsequent word. The prepositions used in our method include: ( ، نم
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ذنم ، ىتح ، يف ، ىلع ، نع ، ىلا). Other prepositions were not included as they are rarely used 
in MSA. Table 6-10 shows the tagger output for a simple sentence.  
Table ‎6-9 The Arabic tags of Stanford Tagger. 
# 
Tag 
Meaning with examples 
1 ADJ_NUM Adjective, Numeric 
ةعبارلا،عباسلا 
2 DTJJ DT + Adjective  
ديدجلا،ةيطفنلا 
3 DTJJR Adjective, comparative 
ايلعلا،ىربكلا 
4 DTNN DT + Noun, singular or mass 
ةمصاعلاِ،ةمظنملا 
5 DTNNP DT + Proper noun, singular 
ةرهاقلا،قارعلا 
6 DTNNS DT + Noun, plural 
تايلاولاِ،تارايسلا 
7 IN Preposition or subordinating 
conjunction 
يفِ:ِلثمِرجِفرح 
 ِنأ:ِلثمِيردصمِفرح 
8 JJ Adjective 
ةيدايق،ةديدج 
9 JJR Adjective, comparative 
ىربك،ىندأ 
10 NN Noun, singular or mass 
مجنِ،جاتنإ 
11 NNP Proper noun, singular 
نانبل،كبوأ 
12 NNS Noun, plural 
تابلط،تاعقوت 
13 NOUN_QUANT Noun, quantity 
يثلثِ،عبرلا 
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Table ‎6-10 An Arabic sentence and its tags 
An input sentence to the tagger ِتيَوُكلاِ راَطَمِي فِلاَمعَلأاِ  لاَج رِ ة  جَرَدَوِِّي لَو ُّدلا  
Tagger output 
(read from left to right) 
ةجردو/NN لاجر/NN لامعلأا/DTNN يف/IN 
راطم/NN تيوكلا/DTNNP يلودلا/DTJJ 
 
The tagger output is used to generate compound words by searching for noun-
adjective and preposition-word sequences. Table 6-10 shows two possible compound 
words: (  يِلَو ُّدلاتيَو  كلا) and ( ِراَطَمِيف) for noun-adjective case and for preposition-word case, 
respectively. These two compound words are, then, appended to the baseline dictionary. 
Additionally, these two compound words are also represented in the language model. 
Modeling the compound words in the language model require adding them to the baseline 
transcription corpus. Note that the original sentence (without compound words) also 
exists in the baseline transcription corpus. The following two new sentences are 
appended in the baseline transcription corpus to fulfill the compound words 
representation: 
ِِّي لَو ُّدلاتيَوُكلاِ راَطَمِي فِلاَمعَلأاِ  لاَج رِ ة  جَرَدَو 
ِِّي لَو ُّدلاِتيَوُكلاِ راَطَمي فِلاَمعَلأاِ  لاَج رِ ة  جَرَدَو 
 
Figure 6-20 highlights the process of reading a tagged Arabic sentence, generating 
a compound word upon encountering a noun followed by an adjective. The preposition-
word case is handled similarly. It is noteworthy to mention that our method is 
independent from handling pronunciation variations that may occur at words junctures. 
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Figure ‎6-20 A noun-adjective compound word generation 
The steps for modeling cross-word phenomenon can be described by the 
algorithm shown in Figure 6-21. 
 
=================Offline Stage================= 
Using a PoS tagger, have the transcription corpus tagged 
For all tagged sentences in the transcription file 
          For each two adjacent tags of each tagged sentence 
                   If the adjacent tags are adjective/noun or word/preposition 
                               Generate the compound word                          
                              Represent the compound word in the transcription   
                  End if 
       End for 
End for 
Based on the new transcription, build the enhanced dictionary  
Based on the new transcription, build the enhanced language model  
=================Online Stage================= 
Switching the variants back to its original separated words 
 
Figure ‎6-21 Cross-word modeling algorithm using tags merging 
W: Word 
Read in this 
direction 
W2 W1 … 
A Tagged Arabic Sentence 
 
Noun             Adj. 
W3 W4 
Compound Word 
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6.4.2 Testing and evaluation 
Table 6-11 shows the enhancements for different experiments. To check whether 
the achieved enhancement is significant, we used the performance detection method 
suggested by Plötz in [97] to investigate the significance of the achieved enhancement. 
Since the enhanced method (in Noun-Adjective case) achieved  a WER of (9.82%) which 
is out of the confidence interval [11.53,12.89] (see chapter 4, the baseline system), it is 
concluded that the achieved enhancement is statistically significant. The other cases are 
same, i.e. (Preposition-word, and Hybrid cases achieved significant improvement). 
Table ‎6-11 Accuracy achieved 
# Experiment Accuracy (%) 
 baseline System 87.79 
1 Noun-Adjective 90.18 
2 Preposition-Word 90.04 
3 Hybrid (1 & 2) 90.07 
 
Table 6-11 shows that the highest accuracy achieved is in noun-adjective case. 
The reduction in accuracy in the hybrid case is due to the confusion introduced in the 
language model. For more clarification, our method depends on adding new sentences to 
the corpus transcription that is used to build the language model. Therefore, adding too 
many sentences will finally cause the language model to be biased for some n-grams (1-
grams, 2-grams, and 3-grams) on the account of others.  
The common way to evaluate the N-gram language model is using perplexity. The 
perplexity for the baseline is 34.08. For the proposed cases, the language models’ 
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perplexities are displayed in Table 6-12. The measurements were taken based on the 
testing set, which contains 9288 words. The enhanced cases are clearly better as their 
perplexity is lower. The reason for the low perplexities is the specific domains that we 
used in our corpus, viz. economics and sports.  
Table ‎6-12 Perplexities and OOV in different experiments made 
# Experiment Perplexity OOV (%) 
 baseline System 34.08 328/9288 = 3.53% 
1 Noun-Adjective 3.00 287/9288 = 3.09% 
2 Preposition 3.22 299/9288 = 3.21% 
3 Hybrid (1 & 2) 2.92 316/9288 = 3.40% 
 
The OOV was also measured for the performed experiments. Our ASR system is 
based on a closed vocabulary, so we assume that there are no unknown words. The OOV 
was calculated as the percentage of recognized words that do not belong to the testing set, 
but to the training set. Hence, 
    (               )  
                     
                             
     
which is equal to 328/9288*100= 3.53%. For the enhanced cases, Table 6-12 
shows the resulting OOVs. Clearly, the lower the OOV the better the performance is, 
which was achieved in all three cases. 
Table 6-13 shows some statistical information collected during experiments. The 
“compound words collected” is the total number of noun-adjectives found in the corpus 
transcription. The “unique compound words” indicates the total number of noun-
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adjectives after removing duplicates. The last column, “compound words replaced” is the 
total number of compound words that were replaced back to their original two disjoint 
words after the decoding process and prior to the testing stage. 
 
Table ‎6-13 Statistical information for compound words 
# Experiment compound words 
collected 
unique 
compound words 
compound words 
replaced 
1 Noun-Adjective 3328 2672 377 
2 Preposition 3883 2297 409 
3 Hybrid (1 & 2) 7211 4969 477 
 
Despite the claim that the Stanford Arabic tagger accuracy is more than 96%, a 
comprehensive manual reviewing was performed on the tagger output in order to accurate 
our method based on high accurate data. It was reasonable to review the collected 
compound words as our transcription corpus is small (39217 words). For large corpuses, 
the accuracy of the tagger is crucial for the results. For example, Table 6-14 shows an 
error that occurred in the tagger output. The word “لَّوَلأا” should be DTJJ instead of 
DTNN. 
Table ‎6-14 An error in the tagger 
An input sentence for the 
tagger 
ي راَجلاِ  ماَعلاِن  مِل َّوَلأاِ  فصِّنلاِي ف 
Tagger output 
(read from left to right) 
يف/IN فصنلا/NOUN_QUANT لولأا/DTNN 
نم/IN ماعلا/DTNN يراجلا/DTJJ 
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Figure 6-22 shows an illustrative example of the enhancement that was achieved 
in the enhanced system. It shows that the baseline system missed one word (نم) while it 
appears in the enhanced system. Introducing a compound word in this sentence avoided 
the misrecognition that occurred in the baseline system. 
A waveform of a speech 
sentence with its text form 
 
مَدَقلاِ ةَرُك لِ ِّي نَابس  لإاِ ِّي روَّدلاِن  مِني ثلاَّثلاَوِ ةَع با َّسلاِ ةَلَحرَملاِي ف 
As recognized by the baseline 
system 
ِي فمَدَقلاِ ةَرُك لِ ِّي ناَبس  لإاِ ِّي روَّدلاِني ثلاَّثلاَوِ ةَع با َّسلاِ ةَلَحرَملا 
As recognized by the 
enhanced system 
ِن  مِني ثلاَّثلاَوِ ةَع با َّسلاِ ةَلَحرَملاِي فِِّي نَابس  لإاِّي  روَّدلاِمَدَقلاِ ةَرُك لِ
Final output after 
decomposing the merging 
ِن  مِني ثلاَّثلاَوِ ةَع با َّسلاِ ةَلَحرَملاِي فِِّي نَابس  لإاِ ِّي روَّدلاِمَدَقلاِ ةَرُك ل 
Figure ‎6-22 An example of enhancement in the enhanced system 
 
According to the algorithm, each sentence in the enhanced transcription corpus 
can have a maximum of one compound word, since sentences are added to the enhanced 
corpus once a compound word is formed.  
After the decoding process, the results are scanned in order to decompose the 
compound words back to their original form (two separate words). This process is 
performed using a lookup table such as:  
ِِّي لَو ُّدلاتيَوُكلا ِِّي لَو ُّدلاِتيَوُكلا 
 ِرَاطَمي ف  ِرَاطَمِي ف 
6.4.3 Execution time 
The recognition time was compared with the baseline. The comparison includes 
the testing set which includes 1144 speech files. The specification of the machine where 
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we conduct the experiment is as follows: a desktop computer which contains a single 
processing chip of 3.2GHz and 2.0 GB of RAM. 
 We found that the recognition time for the enhanced method is less than the 
recognition time of the baseline system as shown in table 6-15. This means that the 
proposed method is better than baseline system in term of time complexity. 
Table ‎6-15 Execution time comparison of the enhanced and the baseline systems 
Execution time (minutes) 
The baseline system The enhanced system 
34.14 33.05 
 
 Cross-word modeling using small words merging 6.5
Unlike isolated speech, continuous speech is known to be a source of augmenting 
words. This augmentation depends on many factors such as the phonology of the 
language and the lengths of the words. In this section, our work is focused on adjacent 
small words being a source of this merging of words. During our previous research work 
in Arabic speech recognition, it became evident that adjacent small words contribute 
negatively to achieving high performance. Figure 6-23 presents an example of the small-
word problem. 
A speech sentence to be 
tested 
ةَّي بوُرُولأاِ  لَو ُّدلاِن  مِ  دَدَعِنَعَِني لِّثَمُمَو 
Recognized as (baseline): ِِِنَعِني لِّثَمُمَوَِّن إِ  ةَّي بوُرُولأاِ  لَو ُّدلا 
Figure ‎6-23 A small-word problem explanation 
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Figure 6-23 shows that small words were negatively affected by the 
concatenations. The decoder mistakenly recognized two separated small words as one 
word, although it recognized longer words correctly. Therefore, we expect that if we 
compound the small words as one word, a better performance will be achieved. 
6.5.1 Proposed method 
Modeling the small-word problem is a data-driven approach in which a compound 
word is distilled from the corpus transcription. The compound word length is the total 
length of the two adjacent small words that form the corresponding compound word. The 
small word’s length could be 2, 3, 4 letters, or more. During training, several experiments 
were made to choose the best small word’s length. As an illustrative example, suppose as 
shown in Figure 6-24 that the sentence has many words, and that w2 and w3 are small 
words. According to our method, w2 and w3 will be merged to generate a compound 
word. It is worth mentioning that no phonological rules or any kind of knowledge-based 
approaches are involved in this merging. Figure 6-24 also shows that the boundary 
appearing between word 2 and word 3disappears after merging. 
  
 
 
 
 
Figure ‎6-24 The concept of modeling small-word 
W2 W3 
W2  &  W3 
are merged W1 W4 … 
Boundary W: word 
A sentence 
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The generated compound words are then filtered to remove all duplicates. Finally, 
the unique compound words are added to the dictionary and to the language model. The 
process can be explained in the following example:  
ُِبَات تك  لااََِرهََظأيِف  ِكنَب ِِّي رَطَقلاِنَاي َّرلا 
ُِبَات تك  لااََِرهََظأ ِكنَبيِفِِِّي رَطَقلاِنَاي َّرلا 
 
The first sentence is from the baseline corpus transcription sentences, where the 
text in bold represent two words, one 2-letter word followed by one three-letter word. 
The second one shows that the two small words found in the first sentence were merged 
to generate the new compound word. In this example, the total length of the small words 
is 9, as the diacritics are included in computing the length. Both sentences will be 
appended during corpus transcription to generate the enhanced pronunciation dictionary 
and the enhanced language model. The expansion of the pronunciation dictionary and the 
language model depends on the length of small words chosen for merging. As it gets 
larger, the dictionary and the language model expand more. The proposed method can be 
described in the algorithm provided in figure 6-25. 
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=================Offline Stage================= 
For all sentences in the transcription file 
          For each two adjacent words of each sentence 
                    If the adjacent words less than a certain threshold  
                               Generate the compound word                          
                              Represent the compound word in the transcription   
                  End if 
       End for 
End for 
Based on the new transcription, build the enhanced dictionary  
Based on the new transcription, build the enhanced language model  
=================Online Stage================= 
Switching the variants back to its original separated words 
Figure ‎6-25 Cross-model pronunciation variation algorithm using small words 
6.5.2 Testing and evaluation 
In order to test our proposed method, we used the baseline proposed in chapter 4. 
In order to analyze the effect of the length of the small words on the system performance, 
we compare the results of our approach when applied on compound words of lengths 
5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 and 13. Table 6-16 summarizes the results of executing the 9 
experiments. We use the following shorthand for the keys in Table 6-16:  
TL: Total Length of the two adjacent small words. 
TC: Total Compound words found in the corpus transcription.  
TU: Total Unique compound words without duplicates. 
TR: Total Replaced words after recognition process.  
AC: Accuracy achieved. 
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EN: enhancement achieved. It is also the reduction in WER. 
Table ‎6-16 Results for different small word lengths 
TL TC TU TR AC (%) EN (%) 
5 8 6 25 87.80 0.01 
6 103 48 41 88.23 0.44 
7 235 153 51 88.53 0.74 
8 794 447 132 89.42 1.63 
9 1618 985 216 89.74 1.95 
10 3660 2153 374 89.95 2.16 
11 5805 3687 462 89.69 1.90 
12 8518 5776 499 89.68 1.89 
13 11785 8301 510 88.92 1.13 
 
 Table 6-16 shows that the best reduction of 2.16% in WER is achieved when the 
length of the compound word is 10. It also shows that performance noticeably decreases 
when the number of characters in the compound words exceeds 10. Figure 6-26 shows 
the accuracy of the system with respect to the words length. 
 
Figure ‎6-26 A comparison of accuracy for different compound words lengths 
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With 87.79% accuracy of the baseline system, Figure 6-25 shows that the 
accuracy of the enhanced system starts increasing until a specific compound word’s 
length (10), and then starts decreasing. The reason of this reduction in accuracy is the 
confusion introduced in the language model. Figure 6-27 shows that using a high number 
of compound words does not unconditinaly increase the performance. There is a 
maximum limit to utilize these compound words, after this limit the performance start 
decreasing due to the ambiguity occurred in the language model. Figure 6-27 shows that 
510 compound words used (see Table 6-16, TL=13) do not help to maintain the 
performance. 
 
Figure ‎6-27 Compound words usage 
 
The standard measure for language model quality is perplexity. The perplexity for 
the baseline language model is 32.88, which is based on 9288 words (testing set words) 
words. For the enhanced system, the perplexity is 7.14 computed based on the same 
testing set words (9288 words). This means that the performance of the enhanced system 
is better than the baseline system since it has a lower perplexity value.   
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To check whether the achieved enhancement is significant, We used the 
performance detection method suggested by Plötz in [97] to investigate the significance 
of the achieved enhancement. Since the enhanced method ( at TL=10, see Table 6-16) 
achieved  a WER of  (10.05%) which is out of the confidence interval [11.53,12.89] ( see 
chapter 4, the baseline system), it is concluded that the achieved enhancement is 
statistically significant. 
6.5.3 Execution time 
The recognition time is compared with the baseline. The comparison includes the 
testing set which include 1144 speech files. The specification of the machine where we 
conduct the experiment is as follows: a desktop computer which contains a single processing 
chip of 3.2GHz and 2.0 GB of RAM. 
 We found that the recognition time for the enhanced method is almost the same 
as the recognition time of the baseline system as shown in Table 6-17. This means that 
the proposed method is almost equal to the baseline system in term of time complexity. 
 
Table ‎6-17 Execution time comparison of the enhanced and the baseline systems 
Execution time (minutes) 
The baseline system The enhanced system 
34.14 
34.31 
 (for the experiment with highest 
recognition accuracy, experiment 10) 
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 A comparison between cross-word modeling approaches 6.6
Table 6-18 shows a results comparison of the suggested methods for cross-word 
modeling. It shows that part of speech tagging approach outperform the other methods ( 
i.e. the phonological rules and small word merging). However, more research should be 
conducted for more confidence. This conclusion, however, is subject to change as more 
cases need to be investigated for both techniques. Cross-word modeling used two rules of 
the Arabic phonological rules, while only two compounding schemes were applied in part 
of speech tagging approach.   
Table ‎6-18 A comparison between combined proposed techniques 
# System  Accuracy (%) 
Execution Time 
(minutes) 
 baseline 87.79 34.14 
1 Phonological rules 90.09 33.49 
2 PoS tagging 90.18 33.05 
3 Small word merging 89.95 34.31 
4 
Combined system 
(1,2,and3) 
88.48 30.31 
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 Combining of within-word and cross-word methods 6.7
Table 6-19 shows the accuracy and the execution time of a combined system. The 
PoS tagging compounding method was selected (as it has the highest accuracy among 
cross-word modeling techniques) to be combined with the within-word technique 
explored in chapter 5. The results show no enhancement. this means that the PoS tagging 
method achieved the highest accuracy among within-word and cross-word pronunciation 
variations. two reason to justify that no noticeable enhancement: the increase in the total 
number of words, and the also increase the n-grams in the langue model. 
Table ‎6-19 A comparison between compound words techniques 
Combined method Accuracy (%) 
Execution Time 
(minutes) 
Within-word and merging 
based on PoS tagging 
90.15 32.17 
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  CHAPTER 7
RESCORING N-BEST HYPOTHESES 
 
 
 Introduction 7.1
Improving speech recognition accuracy through linguistic knowledge is a major 
research area in automatic speech recognition systems. In this chapter, we present a 
syntax-mining approach to rescore N-best hypotheses for Arabic speech recognition 
systems. The proposed method depends on a machine learning tool (weka-3-6-5) to 
extract the N-best syntactic rules of the baseline tagged transcription corpus, which was 
tagged using Stanford Arabic tagger. The chapter presents the modeling technique of 
syntactically incorrect structure of the baseline output. The syntactically incorrect output structure 
problem appears in the form of different orders of words, out of the Arabic correct syntactic 
structure.  
Figure 7-1 demonstrates an example of one baseline output sentence with its 
corresponding hypotheses. In this figure, the output sentence (to be released to the user) 
is the first hypothesis, while the correct sentence is the second one, the highlighted 
sentence. The sentences in Figure 7-1 are called N-best hypotheses (also called N-best 
list), where N is chosen to be 6. 
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Figure ‎7-1 An example of 6-best hypotheses of a sentence 
 
To model this problem (i.e. out of language syntactic structure results), the tags of 
the words were used as a criterion for rescoring and sorting the N-best list. The tags use 
the word’s properties instead of the word itself. We used “language syntax rules” to 
indicate for the most frequently tags relationships appearing in the Arabic language. The 
rescored hypotheses are then sorted to pick the top score hypothesis. Figure 7-2 shows 
the idea behind the proposed rescoring model. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure ‎7-2 Illustration of rescoring N-best list 
6-best-hypotheses of this test file: 
ةَّي  دوُع ُّسلاِي فِ ِّي رَاقَعلاِ  لي ومَّتلاِنَعٌِةَثي  دَحٌِةَساَر  دِتَدَاَفأ 
======================================= 
ةَّي  دوُع ُّسلاِ ِّي رَاقَعلاِ  لي ومَّتلاِنَعٌِةَثي  دَحٌِةَساَر  دِتَدَاَفأ 
ةَّي  دوُع ُّسلاِي فِ ِّي رَاقَعلاِ  لي ومَّتلاِنَعٌِةَثي  دَحٌِةَساَر  ِد تَدَاَفأ 
ةَّي  دوُع ُّسِ ِّي رَاقَعلاِ  لي ومَّتلاِنَعٌِةَثي  دَحٌِةَساَر  دِتَدَاَفأ 
ةَّي  دوُع ُّسلاِ ِّي رَاقَعلاِ  لي ومَّتلاِنَعٌِةَثي  دَحٌِةَساَر  دِتَدََّكأ 
 ِلي ومَّتلاِنَعٌِةَثي  دَحٌِةَساَر  دِتَدََّكأِةَّي  دوُع ُّسلاِي فِ ِّي رَاقَعلا  
ةَّي  دوُع ُّسِ ِّي رَاقَعلاِ  لي ومَّتلاِنَعٌِةَثي  دَحٌِةَساَر  دِتَدََّكأ 
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 Related work 7.2
Using linguistic knowledge to improve speech recognition systems was used by 
many researchers. Salgado-Garza at al. in [39] demonstrated the usefulness of syntactic 
trigrams in improving the performance of a speech recognizer for Spanish. They achieved 
a significant enhancement. Wang et al. in [123] compared the efficacy of a variety of 
language models for rescoring word graphs and N-best lists generated by a large 
vocabulary continuous speech recognizer. These language models differ based on the 
level of knowledge used (word, lexical features, syntax) and the type of integration of 
that knowledge. Xiang et al. in [124] presented advanced techniques that improved the 
performance of IBM Malay-English speech translation system significantly. They 
generated linguistics-driven hierarchical rules to enhance the formal syntax-based 
translation model. In [133], Jeon et al. integrated prosodic information for ASR using an 
n-best rescoring scheme. Their rescoring method achieved a WER reduction of 3.64% 
and 2.07% using two different ASR systems. Ganapathiraju  et al. in [134] addressed the 
use of a support vector machine as a classifier in a continuous speech recognition system. 
A hybrid SVM/HMM system has been developed that uses SVMs to rescore an N-best 
list hypotheses generated by a conventional HMM system. Birkenes et al. in [135] used 
logistic regression to rescore N-best list for continuous speech recognition systems. Jang 
[136] proposed an unsupervised learning algorithm that learns hierarchical patterns of 
word sequences in spoken language utterances. It extracts cluster rules from training data 
based on high n-gram probabilities to cluster words or segment a sentence. The learned 
cluster rules were used to improve the n-best utterance hypothesis list.  
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As Arabic Part of speech (PoS) tagging is an essential component in our method, 
we performed the following literature review. The stochastic method dominates PoS 
tagging models. Diab et al. in [125] presented an SVM based approach to automatically 
tag Arabic text. Al-Shamsi and Guessoum in [126] presented a PoS Tagger for Arabic 
using a HMM approach. El-Hadj et al. in [127] presented an Arabic PoS tagger that uses 
an HMM model to represent the internal linguistic structure of the Arabic sentence. A 
corpus composed of old texts extracted from books written in the ninth century AD was 
created. They presented the characteristics of the Arabic language and the set of tags 
used. Albared et al. in [128] presented an HMM approach to tackle the PoS tagging 
problem in Arabic. Finally, the Stanford Natural Language Processing Group developed 
an Arabic tagger [129] with an accuracy range between 80% and 96%. 
According to the literature review, and to the best of our knowledge, we have not 
found any research work that employs a machine learning algorithm to distill N-best 
syntactic rules to be used for rescoring N-best hypotheses for large vocabulary 
continuous speech recognition systems.  
 Data-Mining Approach (WEKA tool) 7.3
Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks which 
represents a process developed to examine large amounts of data routinely collected. 
Extracting N-best syntactic rules using weka tool was described by Tobias Scheffer in 
[130]. He presented a fast algorithm that finds the n best rules which maximize the 
resulting criterion. The strength of this tool is the ability to find the relationships between 
tags with no consecutive constraint. For example, if we have a tagged sentence, then it is 
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possible to describe the relations between its tags as follows: if the first word’s tag is 
noun and the sixth word’s tag is adjective, then the ninth word’s tag is adverb with 
certain accuracy. This also could be used for words, i.e. an extracted rule could have n 
words with its relationships and accuracy. Data mining is used in most areas where data 
are collected such as health, marketing, communications, etc. it is worth noting that data 
mining algorithms require high performance computing machines. For more information 
about weka tool, Please refer to Machine Learning Group at University of Waikato in 
[131]. 
 The Proposed Method 7.4
Rescoring N-best hypotheses is the basis of our method. The rescoring process 
was performed for each hypothesis to find the new score. A hypothesis new score is the 
total number of the hypothesis’ rules that are already found in the language syntax rules 
(extracted from the tagged transcription corpus). The hypothesis with the maximum 
matched rules is considered as the best one. Our method can be described using Figure 7-
3. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure ‎7-3 Generation of rescored N-best list 
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In Figure 7-3, suppose that the third sentence is the correct sentence that should 
be returned by the decoder. If the N-best hypotheses list was rescored using language 
syntax rules, we expect, hopefully, to get a better result since the final output will be 
syntactically evaluated. In this case, the hypothesis with maximum number of rules is 
chosen since the other hypotheses are less likely to be the best one. Hence instead of 
returning the previously top choice (sentence 1) of N-best list, it will return the top choice 
of Rescored N-best list (sentence 3) as shown in Figure 7-3. For more clarification, 
suppose that the two hypotheses of a tested file are as follows: 
(1)VBD NN NNP DTNNP NN NNP NNP DTJJ DTNN 
(2)VBD NN NNS DTNNP JJ NNP NN DTJJ DTNNS 
 
Each hypothesis is evaluated by finding the total number of the hypothesis’ rules 
already found in the language syntax rules. Suppose that hypothesis number (2) has 4 
matching rules while hypothesis number (1) has only 3. In this case, hypothesis number 
(2) will be chosen as output since it has the maximum matching rules. Since the N-best 
hypotheses are sorted according to the acoustic score, if two hypotheses have the same 
matching rules, the first one will be chosen as it has the highest acoustic score. Therefore, 
two factors are contributed to decide which among hypothesis in N-best list would be the 
best one: acoustic score and the total number of language syntax rules belong the 
hypothesis. 
Before using weka tool, the transcription corpus was tagged using Stanford 
Arabic tagger which contains 29 tags as shown in Appendix 6. 
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Finding language syntax rules was performed using a machine learning tool 
(weka-3-6-5). This tool was called to find N-best syntactic rules. In our method, we 
choose to find the best 3000 syntactic rules. For more elaboration, Table 7-1 shows the 
first best five rules.  
Table ‎7-1 First 5-Best syntactic rules of 3000 extracted rules 
Rule Syntactic relations 
1 TAG4=CD TAG6=DTNN  ==> TAG5=IN     
acc:(0.95635) 
2 TAG1=VBD TAG3=DTJJ TAG7=DTNN  ==> TAG2=DTNN     
acc:(0.95635) 
3 TAG7=CD TAG8=IN  ==> TAG9=DTNN     
 acc:(0.95222) 
4 TAG7=CD TAG9=DTNN  ==> TAG8=IN     
 acc:(0.95222) 
5 TAG2=DTNN TAG3=IN TAG5=DTNN  ==> TAG4=NN     
acc:(0.94985) 
 
Our transcription corpus contains sentences that include up to 30 words. 
Therefore, our rules have the relationships between tags in the range from 1 to 30. The 
first rule in Table 7-1 shows that if the fourth word’s tag is a number and the sixth word’s 
tag is a noun, then the fifth word’s tag will be preposition with rule accuracy of 95.635%. 
Rule 2 in Table 7-1 shows the relationships between not neighboring tags (tag1, tag3, 
tag7, tag2). That is, Weka tool can be used to find the relationships between long-
distance tags. As example, the following rule provides the relationships between 6 not-
consecutive tags. 
TAG1=VBD TAG3=DTNN TAG4=DTJJ TAG5=NN TAG12=NN  ==> TAG2=NN   
acc:(0.92298) 
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As we mentioned in section 7-3 that extracting association rules in a large data 
require a high performance computing (HPC) environment. In our experiments, we found 
that a desktop computer which contains a single processing chip of 3.2GHz and 2.0 GB 
of RAM could obtain no more than 530 rules. Therefore, extracting high number of rules 
in a large corpus requires HPC. Extracting 3000 rules using HPC took around 4 hours 
while it had taken around 24 hours in the desktop. 
HPC is the application of "supercomputers" to computational problems that are 
either too large for standard computers or would take too long. HPC environment consists 
of a network of nodes, each of which contains one or more processing chips, as well as its 
own memory. In our method, we choose to extract 3000 rules, so we used the HPC at 
KUPM which has the following hardware characteristics, [120]: 
- 128 compute-node e1350 IBM eServer cluster.  
- The cluster has 128 compute nodes. Each compute node of the cluster is dual-    
   processor having two 2.0 GHz x3550 Xeon Quad-core E5405 –  processors.  
- The total number of cores in the cluster is 1024.  
- Each master node has 45 GB of RAM.  
- Each compute node has 4 GB of RAM. 
 Our method can be described in the following algorithm: 
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N-best Hypothesis Rescoring Algorithm 
Have the transcription corpus tagged 
Using the tagged corpus, extract N-best rules 
Generate the N-best hypotheses for each tested file 
Have the N-best hypotheses tagged for tested files 
For each tested file 
     For each hypothesis in the tested files 
  Count the total number of matched rules* 
            Return the hypothesis of the maximum matched rules 
           End for 
End for  
 
* Matched rules: Hypothesis rules that are also found in the language syntax rules 
 
 
We used the CMU PocketSphinx to generate the 50-Best hypotheses for each 
utterance in the test set. After intensive investigation of our method, we did not find 
significant enhancement. However, we found enhancements in some tested files as well 
as new errors introduced in others. Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5 show enhancement in some 
tested files.  
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A waveform of a speech 
sentence with its text 
form 
ِزرُوتوُمِدرُوفِ ةَك رَشُِتاَعي بَمِتََغَلبِدَقَوِاَذَهني ِّصلاِى فِِ  نَيفَلأِ  ماَعَِلَلا  خ
ةَسمَخَو 
As recognized by the 
baseline system 
ِزرُوتوُمِدرُوفِ ةَك رَشُِتاَعي بَمِتََغَلبِدَقَوِاَذَهَِني  عسِّتلاِِ  نيَفَلأِ  ماَعََِللا  خ
ةَسمَخَو   
Found at  Hypothesis # 36 
As recognized by the 
enhanced system 
ُِوتوُمِدرُوفِ ةَك رَشُِتاَعي بَمِتََغَلبِدَقَوِاَذَهِزرَِني ِّصلاِى فِِ  نَيفَلأِ  ماَعَِلَلا  خ
ةَسمَخَو  
Figure ‎7-4 A perfect enhancement in a tested file 
 
A waveform of a speech 
sentence with its text 
form 
َِاه تاَد ئاَعِن  مِ  دي زَملاِ ِِّخَضِنمِةِّي بَرَعلاِجي لَخلاَِلوُدِ ِّي لو َّدلاُِكَنبلاَِرَّذَح
 ِتاَعوُرشَمِي فِةَّي  طفِّنلا 
As recognized by the 
baseline system 
ِن  مِةَّي بَرَعلاِ جي لَخلاِ  لَوُدِ ِّي لو َّدلاُِكَنبلاَِر
َّذَحمخَضَِِاه تاَد ئاَعِن  مِ  دي زَملا
ا ِتاَعوُرشَمِي فِةَّي  طفِّنل  
Found at  Hypothesis # 50 
As recognized by the 
enhanced system 
ِن  مِةَّي بَرَعلاِ جي لَخلاِ  لَوُدِ ِّي لو َّدلاُِكَنبلاَِر
َّذَحِِّخَضَِِاه تاَد ئاَعِن  مِ  دي زَملا
 ِتاَعوُرشَمِي فِةَّي  طفِّنلا  
Figure ‎7-5 A perfect enhancement in a tested file 
 
For the tested file in Figure 7-4, the best hypothesis was found at position #36, 
while the hypothesis #50 was found to be best one in Figure 7-5. The previous two 
examples show a perfect enhancement where a wrong word was switched to a correct 
one. The following are two other examples to show partial enhancements in the tested 
files. Figure 7-6 found the best choice to be the hypothesis #8, while the hypothesis #4 
was found to the best one in Figure 7-7. 
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A waveform of a speech 
sentence with its text 
form 
َِني  سمَخَوًِةَي ناَمَثَِغََلبَِربمَسي دِ رهَشِي فِةَّلَسلاِ رع  سَِط ِّسَوَتُمِ ََّنأِري رقَّتلاَِد ََّكأَو
تَاتن  سِةَرشَعَوِاًرلاوُد 
As recognized by the 
baseline system 
ِ رهَشِي فِةَّلَسلاِ رع  سَِط ِّسَوَتُمِ ََّنأِري رقَّتلاَِد ََّكأَوةَرُوينَّسلاَِِني  سمَخَوًِةَي ناَمَثَِغََلب
تَاتن  سِةَرشَعَوِاًرلاوُد   
Found at  Hypothesis # 8 
As recognized by the 
enhanced system 
ِ رهَشِي فِةَّلَسلاِ رع  سَِط ِّسَوَتُمِ ََّنأِري رقَّتلاَِد ََّكأَوَِّاللَِّربمَسي دًِِةَي ناَمَثَِغََلب
تَاتن  سِةَرشَعَوِاًرلاوُدَِني  سمَخَو  
Figure ‎7-6 A partial enhancement in a tested file 
 
A waveform of a speech 
sentence with its text 
form 
َِقَر فِ َّنإذاَقن  لإا 
As recognized by the 
baseline system 
َِقَر فِ َّنإت نرَتن  لإا 
Found at  Hypothesis # 4 
As recognized by the 
enhanced system 
َِقَر فِ َّنإاللِّذاَقن  لإا 
Figure ‎7-7 A partial enhancement in a tested file 
 
The previous examples show that our method is a promising method to enhance 
speech recognition accuracy. However, with enhancements in some tested files, we found 
new errors (i.e. previously correct recognized words) introduced in some tested files as 
shown in Figure 7-8. 
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A waveform of a speech 
sentence with its text 
form 
ِ ةَكَراَشُم بَِك لَذَولاَج رِن  مِ  دَدَعِنيِّي  دوُعُسَِني ر  مَثتسُمَوِلاَمَعأ 
As recognized by the 
baseline system 
ِ ةَكَراَشُم بَِك لَذَولاَج رِن  مِ  دَدَعِنيِّي  دوُعُسَِني ر  مَثتسُمَوِلاَمَعأ   
Found at  Hypothesis # 9 
As recognized by the 
enhanced system 
ِ ةَكَراَشُم بَِك لَذَو ِلاَج ر لِ  دَدَعِنيِّي  دوُعُسَِني ر  مَثتسُمَوِلاَمَعأ  
 
Figure ‎7-8 A wrong hypothesis selection example 
 
We also would like to present a case where the N-best hypotheses already has the 
correct choice but was not selected after the rescoring process. Figure 7-9 shows as 
example. 
A waveform of a speech 
sentence with its text 
form 
ِ ِّي رَاقَعلاِ  لي ومَّتلاِنَعٌِةَثي  دَحٌِةَساَر  دِتَدَاَفأةَّي  دوُع ُّسلاِي ف 
As recognized by the 
baseline system 
ِ ِّي رَاقَعلاِ  لي ومَّتلاِنَعٌِةَثي  دَحٌِةَساَر  دِتَدَاَفأةَّي  دوُع ُّسلا   
The chosen  Hypothesis # 4 
As recognized by the 
enhanced system 
ِ ِّي رَاقَعلاِ  لي ومَّتلاِنَعٌِةَثي  دَحٌِةَساَر  دِتَدَاَفأةَّي  دوُعُس  
The correct  Hypothesis # 3 
Neither baseline nor 
enhanced 
ِ ِّي رَاقَعلاِ  لي ومَّتلاِنَعٌِةَثي  دَحٌِةَساَر  دِتَدَاَفأةَّي  دوُع ُّسلاِي ف 
Figure ‎7-9 Not-selected correct hypothesis example 
In our method, part of speech tagging was crucial to support the correctness of the 
method used. Even though the Stanford tagger which was used in our method has many 
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correct tagged sentences, however, there are many mistakenly tagged sentences. We 
provide two examples of a correct tagged sentence and a wrong tagged one as shown in 
Table 7-2. 
Table ‎7-2 Two examples of tagged sentences 
A correct tagged sentence 
تلاق/VBD ةكرش/NN وكمارأ/NNP ةيدوعسلا/DTNNP ةكرشو/NN لاد/NNP 
زلكيميك/NNP ةيكيرملأا/DTJJ مويلا/DTNN 
A wrong tagged sentence 
لاقو/NN يقتم/JJ نإ/NN ةيروهمجلا/DTNN ةيملاسلإا/DTJJ ةممصم/VN 
ىلع/IN نأ/NN نوكت/VBP ادوزم/VN طفنلل/NN لااعف/NN اريدجو/NN ةقثلاب/JJ 
 
In Table 7-2, the highlighted texts were wrongly tagged. Therefore, extracting the 
language syntax rules using many errors will not be strong enough for rescoring the N-
best hypotheses. This is our justification of our result, enhancement in some tested files 
and new errors in others.  
In addition to the tagger problem, we finalize this section by explaining the effect 
of diacritics in this research work. Not like English, Arabic sentences are diacritized. 
Accordingly, the N-best hypotheses will also be diacritized.  
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Figure ‎7-10 10-Best list of a tested file. 
 
The problem is the gap between diacritized hypothesis and non-diacritized tagger 
used. Therefore, the highlighted hypothesis in Figure 7-10 are considered the same from 
tagger point of view. This same-tags case prevents the diversity that should be presented 
in the N-best hypotheses. One case, among 300-best hypotheses, we found 16 distinct 
hypotheses, (i.e. at words level). As the acoustic scores are sorted in decreasing order, the 
problem showed up when, as example, finding the first 50 hypotheses with same words 
and different diacritics. So, instead of searching among first different hypotheses like 
English, the search will be deep (in diacritized Arabic) which in the same time moving 
away from the best hypotheses group, i.e. the beginning of hypotheses which have high 
acoustic scores. 
 
 ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا يِف زاَغلا ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِتَّلا-9106  
 ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا يِف زاَغلا ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِتَّلا-9179  
 ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا يِف زاَغلا ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِتَّلا-9320  
 ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِتَّلا ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا يِف زاَغلا-9130  
 ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا يِف زاَغلا ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِتَّلا-9203  
 ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا يِف زاَغلا ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِتَّلا-9344  
9564- ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا زاَغلا ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِتَّلا 
9588- ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا زاَغلا ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِتَّلا 
9609- ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا زاَغلا ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِتَّلا 
9633- ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا زاَغلا ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِتَّلا 
9655- ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا زاَغلا ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِتَّلا 
9679- ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا زاَغلا ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِتَّلا 
9756- ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا زاَغلا ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِتَّلا 
9780- ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا زاَغلا ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِت َّلا 
 ةَّيِدوُعُّسلا ىَفصَمِل ىَلَع ُدِمَتعَت يِتَّلا-9909  
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CLOSING REMARKS 
Within-word: Extracting pronunciation variants directly from training 
pronunciation corpus and have it represented in the dictionary and the language model 
shows significant enhancement for MSA ASRs. The sequence alignment method was 
used to extract a number of variants to model them in the dictionary and the language 
model. The experiments show that as we move away from the small words, the system 
gives better performance. The enhancement we achieved has not only come from the 
pronunciation variation modeling in the dictionary, but was an indirect result of the 
recalculated bigrams and trigrams probabilities in the language model. 
As future work, we propose to try the indirect data-driven approach to mine the 
transformation rules that can be used to generate the variants. Then a comparison could 
be made between both approaches. Other sequence alignment scores and LD measures 
can also be investigated.  
Cross-word: The proposed knowledge-based approach achieved feasible 
improvement for cross-word variation modeling. Mainly, two MSA phonological rules 
were applied, the Idgham and Iqlaab. The experiment results clearly showed that the 
Idgham occurred more than Iqlaab. The Idgham rules dominate the generation of the 
cross-word variants. The significant enhancement we achieved has not only come from 
the cross-word pronunciation modeling in the dictionary, but also indirectly from the 
recalculated n-grams probabilities in the language model. 
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We conclude that Viterbi algorithm works better with long words. Speech 
recognition research should consider this fact when designing dictionaries. We found that 
merging words based on their types, viz. the tag, leads to significant improvement in 
Arabic ASRs. The third approach we implemented in merging words was small words 
merging which also gives a significant enhancement. We also found that adding 
compound words to the dictionary as well as to the language model reduces the 
perplexity and enhances the performance as compared to the baseline system. 
As future work, we propose to check more phonological rules more than just two 
cases as we did, Arabic has more rules to be investigated. We also propose investigating 
more word-combination cases for merging using PoS tagging. In particular, we expect 
that the construct phrases (ةفاضلإا) make a good candidate. Examples include :(  ،سدقلا ةنيدم
لابج ةلسلس ،توريب راطم). Another suggested candidate is the Arabic "and" connective ( واو
فطعلا), such as: (ةيوغلو ةيبدأ داوم ،نادوسلاو قارعلا اياضقب قلعتي). 
N-best rescoring: We conclude that N-best rescoring for Arabic speech 
recognition (using Arabic data-driven syntax) does not provide significant enhancement. 
However, more investigation can be performed with a high accurate part of speech 
tagging model.  
As future work, we recommend to utilize linguistic knowledge at the decoder 
level, i.e. before releasing the decoder output. We also recommend to do further research 
on Arabic part of speech tagging, especially for diacritized text. we also propose to 
review Arabic phoneme set to be extracted using data-driven technique as an alternative 
method of the currently used linguistic method. additionally, the high frequently syntactic 
rules appearing in the language could be  used in the modeling, instead of using all rules. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1 : Arabic Terminologies  
Al-Alta’rif The determiner (ِـلا ). 
Damma An Arabic short vowel (ُِـ ) , pronounced like (u). 
Dammatan Two Damma (or doubling of Damma), pronounced like (n). Also called 
Tanween of Damma. 
Fatha An Arabic short vowel (َِـ ) , pronounced like (a). 
Fathatan Two Fatha (doubling of Fatha), pronounced like (n). Also called Tanween of 
Fatha. 
Hamzat Al-Wasl It is an extra Hamza that helps to start pronouncing an unvowelled 
letter in Arabic continuous speech. 
Idgham Also called geminating or assimilation, it is a merging of two consecutive letters 
of the second type letter.  
Idgham almutajanisan It is a merging between two consecutive different letters that are 
close in pronunciation. Some of these cases include: taa’/  ِت and daal / د , taa’ /  ِت and 
Taa’ /ط , dhaal /ِ  ْ  ِِذ  and Zaa /ظ , qaaf /  ِق and kaaf /ك , laam / ِل  and raa’ / ر .  
Idgham almutmathlan It is  a merging between two consecutive identical letters shown 
in the following list { ب , ت , ث , ج , ح , خ , د , ذ , ر , ز , س , ش , ص , ض , ط , ظ , ع , غ , ف , 
ق , ك , ل , ن }. The rule means that any unvowelledِArabic letter followed by the same 
Arabic vowelled letter will be doubled in a single merged word. Note that { ِِا , ِو , ِِي } are 
not  included in the list. 
Iqlaab it is a replacement of unvowelled nuun (Nuun Saakinah <>  ِن) or Tanween (  ٌِ ـ ،  ًِـ  
، ِ ـ) ِ that comes before vowelled baa’ (ب) by unvowelled miim (Miim Saakinah  <>  ِم). 
Kasra An Arabic short vowel (  ِ ـ ) , pronounced like (i). 
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Kasratan Two Damma (doubling of Kasra), preannounced like (n). Also is called 
Tanween of Kasra. 
Nuun Saakina An unvowelled nuun symbolized as (  ِن) 
Shadda It is a doubling of consonant and symbolized as ( ِّْ   ) 
Shamsi group Arabic letters include (taa’, thaa’, daal, dhaal, raa’, zaay, siin,  shiin, Saad, 
Daad, Taa’, Zaa’, laam, and nuun). 
Sukun Absence of vowel, symbolized by (  ِْ  ) 
 Ta’al marbouta It is an Arabic letter symbolized as ( ة ) and shown at the end of the 
words. 
Tanween Includes any one of Dammatan, Fathatan, or Kasratan. It is symbolized as (  ٌِـ ،  
ًِـ  ، ِ ـ ). ِ  
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Appendix 2 : Arabic–Roman letters mapping table 
 
Arabic Roman Arabic Roman Arabic Roman Arabic Roman 
ء (hamza) ’ د (daal) d ض (Daad) D ك (kaaf) k 
ب (baa’) b ذ (dhaal) dh ط (Taa’) T ل (laam) l 
ت (taa’) t ر (raa’) r ظ (Zaa’) Z م (miim) m 
ث (thaa’) th ز (zaay) z ع (‘ayn) ‘ ن (nuun) n 
ج (jiim) j س (siin) s غ (ghayn) gh ه (haa’) h 
ح (Haa’) H ش (shiin) sh ف (faa’) f و (waaw) w or u 
خ (khaa’) kh ص (Saad) S ق (qaaf) q ي (yaa’) y or ii 
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Appendix 3 : The phonemes set used in the baseline system (IPA ) 
Phoneme And 
IPA 
Letter and 
Examples 
Phoneme And 
IPA 
Letter 
/AE/ æ َِب◄ ِ-َِْ  Fatha /DH/  ð ذ (Thal) 
/AE:/ æː بَاب◄   َاــ  /R/  r ر (Raa) 
/AA/ ɑ َِخ◄  َِـ Hard Fatah /Z/  z ز (Zain) 
/AH/ ɑː َِد◄ِِ َِـ Soft Fatah /S/  s س (Seen) 
/UH/ u ُِب◄   ُِـ Damma /SH/  ʃ ش (Sheen) 
/UW/ uː نوُد◄    ُوــ /SS/  sˤ ص (Sad) 
/UX/ o نضُغ◄  ُِـ /DD/  dˤ ض (Dad) 
/IH/ e تن ب◄  ِ ـ  Kasra /TT/  tˤ ط (Taa) 
/IY/ iː لي ف◄ِِ  ي ــ /DH2/ ðˤ ظ (Thaa) 
/IX/ i فن  ص◄   ِ ـ /AI/  ʕ ع (Ain) 
/AW/ ʊ مَول◄  ُوــ /GH/  ɣ غ (Ghain) 
/AY/ eː فيَض◄  َيــ /F/  f ف (Faa) 
/E/ ʔ ء (Hamza) /Q/  q ق (Qaf) 
/B/ِ b ب (Baa) /K/  k ك (Kaf) 
/T/  t ت (Taa) /L/  l ل (Lam) 
/TH/  θ ث (Thaa) /M/  m م (Meem) 
/JH/ dʒ ىحصفِميج (Jeem) /N/  n ن (Noon) 
/HH/ ħ ح (Haa) /H/  h ه (Haa) 
/KH/ χ خ (Khah) /W/ w و (Waw) 
/D/  d د (Dal) /Y/  j ي (Yaa) 
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Appendix 4: Phoneme-Character mapping 
# 
Unique character 
representation 
Phoneme Arabic representation 
1 A AE َِـ 
2 C AE: َاـ 
3 I AA َِـ 
4 J AH َِـ 
5 O UH ُِ ـ 
6 P UW ُوـ 
7 U UX ُِ ـ 
8 X IH ِ ـ 
9 } IY ي ـ 
10 { IX ِ ـ 
11 ] AW ُوـ 
12 [ AY َيـ 
13 . TH ث 
14 , JH ج 
15 ! HH ح 
16 @ KH خ 
17 # DH ذ 
18 $ SH ش 
19 % SS ص 
20 ^ DD ض 
21 & TT ط 
22 * DH2 ظ 
23 + AI ع 
24 = GH غ 
25 E E ء 
26 B B ب 
27 T T ت 
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28 D D د 
29 R R ر 
30 Z Z ز 
31 S S س 
32 F F ف 
33 Q Q ق 
34 K K ك 
35 L L ل 
36 M M م 
37 N N ن 
38 H H ه 
39 W W و 
40 Y Y ي 
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Appendix 5: Rules usage in the entire transcription corpus 
Rule 
Final letter of first word 
(unvowelled) 
Initial letter of second 
word (vowelled) 
Usage 
times 
1 
A letter Identical with the 
previous letter 
 
 
17 
38 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
16 
1 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
18 
0 
12 
3 
0 
49 
42 
0 
0 
baa’ / ب 
taa’ /ت 
thaa’ /ث 
jiim / ِج  
Haa’ / ح 
khaa’ / خ 
daal / ِِد  
dhaal / ِِِذ  
raa’ / ر 
zaay /ز 
siin / س 
shiin / ِِِش  
Saad /ص 
Daad / ِض  
Taa’ /ط 
Zaa ’/ ِظ  
 ‘ayn /ع 
ghayn / غ 
faa’ /ف 
qaaf / ق 
kaaf / ك 
laam /ل 
miim / م 
nuun / ن 
haa’ / ه 
baa’ / ب 
taa’ /ت 
thaa’ /ث 
jiim / ِج  
Haa’ / ح 
khaa’ / خ 
daal / ِِد  
dhaal / ِِِذ  
raa’ / ر 
zaay /ز 
siin / س 
shiin / ِِِش  
Saad /ص 
Daad / ِض  
Taa’ /ط 
Zaa ’/ ِظ  
 ‘ayn /ع 
ghayn / غ 
faa’ /ف 
qaaf / ق 
kaaf / ك 
laam /ل 
miim / م 
nuun / ن 
haa’ / ه 
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===== 
205 
2 
Nuun Saakinah and 
Tanween 
 
yaa’ /ي 
raa’ / ِر  
miim / ِِم  
laam / ِل  
waaw / ِو  
nuun / ِن  
1531 
3 
Nuun Saakinah and 
Tanween 
baa’ / ِِِِب   
200 
 A letter 
A close in pronunciation 
letter 
 
4 taa’ /ت daal / د 25 
5 taa’ /ت Taa’ /ِط 4 
6 daal / ِد  taa’ /ِت  32 
7 baa’ / ِب  miim / ِم  14 
8 dhaal / ِِذ  zaay /ِظ   0 
9 kaaf /ق kaaf /ك 1 
10 laam / ِِل  raa’ / ر    6 
Total 2018 
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Appendix 6: Stanford tagging set 
# Tag Meaning with examples 
1 ADJ_NUM Adjective, Numeric 
ةعبارلا،عباسلا 
2 DTJJ DT + Adjective  
ديدجلا،ةيطفنلا 
3 DTJJR Adjective, comparative 
ايلعلا،ىربكلا 
4 DTNN DT + Noun, singular or mass 
ةمصاعلاِ،ةمظنملا 
5 DTNNP DT + Proper noun, singular 
ةرهاقلا،قارعلا 
6 DTNNS DT + Noun, plural 
ِ،تارايسلاتايلاولا  
7 IN Preposition or subordinating conjunction 
يفِ:ِلثمِرجِفرح 
 ِنأ:ِلثمِيردصمِفرح 
8 JJ Adjective 
ةيدايق،ةديدج 
9 JJR Adjective, comparative 
ىربك،ىندأ 
10 NN Noun, singular or mass 
مجنِ،جاتنإ 
11 NNP Proper noun, singular 
نانبل،كبوأ 
12 NNS Noun, plural 
تابلط،تاعقوت 
13 NOUN_QUANT Noun, quantity 
يثلثِ،عبرلا 
14 CC Coordinating conjunction 
مثِوِ،  
15 CD Cardinal number 
نيفلأِ،ةئم 
16 DT Demonstrative pronouns 
كلذ،هذه 
17 PRP Personal pronoun 
وهِ،يه 
18 PRP$ Possessive pronoun 
مه 
19 RB Adverb 
ِ،كانهثيح  
20 RP Particle 
لاِ،مل 
21 VB Verb, base form 
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22 VBD Verb, past tense 
تلاقِ،نلعأ 
23 VBG Verb, gerund or present participle 
رابتعاِ،ةين 
24 VBN Verb, past participle 
دعيِ،ماقي 
25 VBP Verb, non3rd person singular present 
لمعيِ،ديازتت 
26 VN Verb, 3rd person singular present 
ةموعدمِ،ةلجسم  
27 WP Whpronoun 
نيذللا 
28 WRB Whadverb 
ثيح 
29 UNK Unknown word 
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NOMENCLATURE 
ASR Automatic speech recognition  
ANN Artificial neural networks 
CD Untied context-dependent phase 
CHMM Continuous HMM 
CI Context-independent phase 
CMU Carnegie Mellon University 
CRF Conditional random fields 
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
DP Dynamic programming 
DTW Dynamic time warping 
FPGA Field programmable gate array 
GALE Global autonomous language exploitation 
GMM Gaussian mixture models  
HMM Hidden Markov Model 
HPC High performance computing  
HTK Hidden Markov Model Toolkit 
IT Information technology 
LD Levenshtein Distance 
LIN linear input networks 
LM Language Model 
LPCC Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients  
LVCSR Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition 
MFCC Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients 
ML Maximum-likelihood 
MMSE Minimum mean-square-error 
MSA Modern standard Arabic  
MLP multilayer perceptron  
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NLP Natural language processing  
NNLMs Neural Network Based Language Modeling 
OOV Out Of Vocabulary 
PLP perceptual linear predictive 
PoS Part of Speech 
PP Perplexity (PP) 
SCHMM Semi-continuous HMM 
SGMM Subspace Gaussian mixture models 
SGMM subspace Gaussian mixture models  
SVM Support vector machine 
WER Word Error Rate 
WNN Wavelet Neural Network 
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